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Staff Report
Murray State Board of Regents Chairman Dr. Constantine W.
Curris says he will recommended that the board appoint Dr. Tim
Miller AL...M2I.1's interim president until a permanent one can be
hired.
"On Friday. June 7. I will recommend that the
Board of Regents take action designating Dr.
Tim Miller as Interim President, effective the
date that Dr. Randy Dunn. President-Elcct of
Youngstown State University. resigns from the
Murray State presidency and lasting until the
next president of Murray State assumes this
position," Curris said in an email. He noted that
he can only make a recommendatiOn, and only
the Board of Regents can designate an president, interintor otherwise.
CUffiS said that few individuals have a deeper Miller
or more lasting association with MSU than
Miller, who has been associated with the university for nearly 50
years. Miller earned tits bachelor's and master's degrees from
MSU,and except for two years when he pursued his doctorate at

•See Page 2

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul said Friday
that Republicans could appeal to a broader electorate in blue states like California by connecting with voters who have shunne,d the party in
the past and by being big enough to agree to disagree on some issues.
Paul. who is considering a presidential campaign in 2016, said the path to victory needs
both principle and pragmatism. noting that the
GOP is consistently losing campaigns on the
West Coast. in New England and in Midwest
states like Illinois. Invoking President Ronald Paul
Reagan during his speech. Paul said Republicans
need to become a "bigger. more inclusive party" to restore their

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - The timing
of a special legislative session in
Kentucky remains uncertain, though
Gov. Steve Beshear and top lawmakers
have been tossing around potential dates.
Beshear wants lawmakers back in
Frankfort to resolve the lingering issue of
legislative redistricting,-a politically divisive issue that tends to overshadow all
other matters when it comes up for consideration every 10 years.
"I hope to deal with redistricting sometime before the next regular session in
January so that it will not become a distraction when we're preparing the budget
for the commonwealth for the next two
years," Beshear said in a statenient to
The Associated Press. "I will continue to
discuss this possibility with legislative
leaders."
The goal is for lawmakers to have a

•See Page 3
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Daily Forecast
The Madded Mather Service
Monday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 75. North northeast
wind around 7 mph.
Monday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 56. North
northeast wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 79.
Tuesday Night: Mostly

cloudy, with a low around 63.
Wednesday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 84.
Wednesday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 66.
Thursday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 81.
Thursday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
66.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 79.
Friday Night: A slight chance
of showers. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 64.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 82. Light north
northeast wind.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 65.
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Heavy rain caused several
roads to close in Calloway
County over the weekend, and
several other western.Kentucky
counties had worse problems
that came with more rain.
Most of the heavy rain came
Friday night, leading the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet to urge drivers to slow
down their vehicles and use
extreme caution. This was after
two separate traffic accidents at
roughly the same location on
U.S. 641 South just south of
Murray Friday morning led to
three deaths.
"Remember, as little as six
inches of moving water can
knock you off your feet or push
a vehicle off the roadway,"
Keith Todd, spokesman for
JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times KTC Districts 1 and 2. said in
A wide swath of Tobacco Road south of Murray is rendered impassable as flood waters from
a creek pass over the pavement Saturday morning.
•See Page 2

By KEN 'THOMAS
Associated Press
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Staff Report
The Murray Police Departnlent is seeking three
suspects in an armed robbery reported early
Sunday morning.
According to MPD spokesman Sgt. David
Howe, at or about midnight Sunday, three men
armed with handguns broke into an apartment on
South 10th Street in Murray. How said the three
suspects demanded money from a female at the
residence. When she was unable to provide any
money, the suspects waited until the victim.
Brandon Fuller. 23, arrived.
When Fuller arrived at about 2 a.m., the three
subjects reportedly confronted the victim and shot
him before fleeing the area. Fuller was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital -for treatment.
The suspects were listed as three Black males
wearing dark clothing and masks. One of the suspects reportedly wore glasses. Anyone with any
information is asked to contact the Murray Police
Department at 12701753-162 I .

KAH has another successful packing session
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
No one said it was easy to
combat hunger.
So it probably should not
have been a surprise when
Saturday's initial packing session of 2013 for the Calloway
County satellite of Kids Against
Hunger met some obstacles,
two in particular. One was
already known and is common
this time of year as vacations
and other Activities limited the
number of available volunteers.
The other happened Saturday
morning when heavy rains
turned other would-be helpers
away as water covered the
entrance to the Stahler's Farm
packing center south of Murray.
Despite this, though, the cause
went forward, creating more
than 20,000' bags of dried
casseroles in four hours.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
always comes Reid Stahler, 5, waits to use his tape machine as his grandmother, Judy, and fellow volunteer
"Murray
through, don't they?" pro- Allie Winters, 15, place bags of freshly-made dried casseroles into a shipment box Saturday
_
during the first packing session of 2013 for the Calloway County satellite of Kids Against
Hunger at Stahler's Farm near Murray.
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tentative agreement before they return so
that a redistricting bill could be ushered
through the process quickly to avoid a
protracted special session, which would
cost tanagers about $60,000 a day.
It takes at least five days for a. bill to
work through Kentucky's legislative
process, which means taxpayers would
foot at least a $300,000 bill.
Each decade, lawmakers are required
to draw new legislative and congressional district boundaries to account for population changes recorded by the U.S.
Census Bureau. Kentucky had major
population shifts between 2000 and
2010,requiring major changes in boundary lines to comply with the federal and
state "one person,one vote" mandate.
The Kentucky Supreme Court struck
down lawmakers' initial redistricting
plan last year, finding that the proposed
districts weren't appropriately balanced.

Murray Police
seek 3 suspects in
armed robbery
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and Its answered some ques- Todd) told me about it and said
tions I've had, like where does it would be pretty easy. and
claimed Loretta Jobs, director all of the food go? It goes to she's right. There's not that
of the Calloway satellite, who numerous places, including much real hard work to do."
watched 64 volunteers fight the throughout the world. That Coons said as she manned a
measuring cup station where the
elements to fight hunger. "We makes you feel good."
did not meet our initial goal of
Jobs said several rookie vol- casseroles are mixed."I'm also
25-A00 meals that was set a unteers were involved Saturday, hoping to apply for the
month ago(41.000 is the record with some of those coming Governor's Scholars Program
for the program started in. from outside of Calloway and one of the things I was told
2010). However, the generosity County to help. She said sever- is being involved with projects
of 64 people that went beyond al of those newcomers came like this would help. Plus, it's
our expectations to package with veteran participants who helping people."
20,520 meals. We hope that will told them about the event. That
"These young people are givsuffice until our next packaging was how it was for Emily ing their Saturday to help othin August."
Coons.a junior at Murray High. ers." Stabler said. "That means
"We may have been down in
"One of my friends (Rachel a lot."
numbers today. but we're working hard and I think everyone is
enjoying it,' said Judy Stahler.
whose family hosted the event
and is herself treasurer of the
Calloway satellite board.
Jobs said earlier this week that
most of Saturday's creations
will go to the Murray Needline.
which currently is serving more
than 1.100 families. The August
and December sessions are
geared mainly to helping stem
the hunger of children in the
Calloway County and Murray
Independent school systems
involved in a backpack program
that places bags of meals in
their backpacks each Friday
during the school year. ,The
number of students in that program has risen by more than
100 since 2010.
"It makes me feel good to do
this." said Allie Winters, IS.
who believes in the program so
much she has now attended
every session. "What it's really
about to me is the people you
meet. I get to know more every
time I come to this."
Ronnie Miller of Almo attended a packing session for the first
time Saturday.
"It's nice to be able to help."
said Miller, who said other
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
members of his family had One of the bag production lines for Saturday's Kids Against
helped during several earlier Hunger packing activity is shown at Stahler's Farm near
sessions. Saturday, he was Murray. Each person on the line has a specific duty, from
given the duty of manning the using measuring cups to fill the bags to sealing the bags to
heat sealer that closes the bags the final placing of the bags in boxes for-shipping.
air tight. "This is pretty neat.
From Front

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
WOOFSTOCK: Above, Taylor Jones, 5, greets a very happy chihuahua terrier mix named
"Hannah" at the first-ever Woofstock, sponsored by Lost But Loved Animal Rescue in Murray.
Originally scheduled for Saturday, the event was postponed until Sunday and managed to garner a strong turnout. Below, Chris Taylor helps "Bentley" cool off in one of the doggie pools
provided at Woofstock. Taylor said he and wife, Georgena, obtained Bentley through the
Human Society of Calloway County almost six months ago.

From

•Floods ...
From Front
an email. "Motorists•should be alert for flooding
in areas of heavy rainfaU ami us extra caution as
heavy rain continues to move through the region."
On Saturday morning, Todd reported that there
was flooding at the intersection of KY 94 at KY
1660/Robertson Road and at several spots along
KY 121 in Calloway County. He said a tree was
also reportedly blocking KY 121 in the New
Concord area. In the early afternoon,Todd reported that KY 783 in Callowarehunty had closed
near the intersection with KY 893 in the South
Pleasant Grove Church area.
Calloway County Emergency Management
Director Bill Call said on Sunday that Wright
Road and Pheasant Road had also closed and that
a bridge was out at Jonathan Creek. He said a culvert had begun to wash out on KY 280 near KY
94 East. so repairs were made there. He said there
were no evacuations in Calloway County like
:
:
4 there were in McCracken County because
Calloway only received about 3 1/2 inches of rain
'A: compared to about 5 inches in the Paducah area.
• Call said the weather had also caused some

minor traffic accidents in the county over the
weekend. Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum
was not available for comment Sunday.
Justin Holland. official government weather
observer for Murray. said Murray received 3.3
inches of rain from early Saturday morning until
it stopped that afternoon. During that time, most
of Calloway County received 2.5-33 inches, he
said.
"It's looking pretty dry at the first of the week,
but we may have some more rain by the
Thursday-Friday period," Holland said.
Todd said several western Kentucky counties
had reported water over the road in places that had
not been flooded before,and that McCracken and
Carlisle county highway crews were having difficulty getting signs tip because water was over the
roadways in so many locations. Todd said the
National Weather Service had issued a Flash
Flood Warr
—ihv Saturday for Carlisle, Ballard,
McCracken and Marshall counties.
The Associated Press reported that the NWS
reported more than 5 inches of rain had fallen in
Paducah on Saturday, which is about an inch more
than what it normally averages for the entire
month.
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The House approved a subsequent plan earlier this year, but
the Republican-led Senate opted
to wait until next year's legislative session to deal with the
issue. Senate leaders said they
wanted to pass both House and
Senate redistricting at the same
time, so neither got final passage.

the College of Business and
Public Affairs
982). the
University's
Distinguished
Professor Award (1991). "Boss
of the Year" from the Murray
Chapter
Professional
of
Secretaries (1993). and the
Regents Award for Teaching
Excellence (2008).
"I am not aware of any individual who better knows and
loves this University than does
Tim Miller. and I have full confidence that he will provide the
requisite guidance and leadership during this transitional
year," Curris said. "I am persuaded as well that Dr. Miller
will bring to the presidency two

n

Because the issue hasn't been Democrats insist they want to
resolved. the ACLU filed a fed- avoid having federal judges
&al lawsuit earlier this month redraw legislative boundaries.
that calls for a three-judge panel
The House's Democratic
to redraw legislative boundaries, majority has a proposal ready
claiming inaction by lawmakers that
could force II House
has left them without adequate
Republicans to run against each
representation in the state
other next year.
Legislature. And in a separate
Even so. state Rep. Ben Waide
case, a group of northern
of
Madisonville. one of the
Kentucky residents filed a federal lawsuit in an attempt to force Republicans who would he
the Legislature to act. They forced to run against a GOP colclaim rapid growth in northern league to keep his seat under the
Kentucky has left them without House redistricting proposal.
adequate representation in said the Legislature shouldn't
relinquish its duty to redraw
Frankfort.
House Republicans who would political boundaries to the court
take a shellacking under a redis- system, as the American Civil
tricting plan proposed by Liberties Union has called for.
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NOTICE
• The Endowment Advisory
Committee for the MurrayCalloway Endowment for
Healthcare will meet at 8 a.m.
Tuesday in the administration
annex conference room of the
hospital campus. Agenda
items include old business
(updates on golf tournament,
Matt Eversmann Program and

donor motivation program, a
handout on Hospice House
financials and a report on
Kellogg grant) and new business (introduction of interns
from Murray State University
and financial report)
• To report a Town Crier item
call 753-1916
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$4.88 until 5:00 • 85.99 after 5:00
FRI.& SAT Fish 'N Chips $8.89
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270)762-0022• www.nicksmurray.com
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From Front

GET MORE
FOR LESS

480 Buffalo Wings ALL DAY LONG
10" One Topping Pizza

the University of Arkansas, has
continuously served alma mater
as an instructor, assistant, associate. and full professor of
accounting. His administrative
experience includes 17 years as
chair of the Department of
Accounting, and over 20 years
as executive director of the
Murray State Foundation. In
2006, he served several months
as interim president prior to Dr.
Dunn's assumption of those
responsibilities, Curris said.
Notable among Miller's many
recognitions are: the initial
Outstanding Teaching Award in

'Session...
•

Not valid with any other otter

WES

Front

strengths that will serve the
University well. He understands
and appreciates the special
bond between the people of
Murray and the University, and
second, he recognizes that presidential leadership is critically
important for Murray State to
achieve and sustain academic
excellence."
The board voted 7-4 on March
IS to not renew the contract of
NISI' President Dr. Randy
Dunn. On May 10. the board reaffirmed the vote. and Dunn
was also chosen the same day to
be the. next president of
Youngstown State University in
Youngstown, Ohio. Dunn said
he hopes to begin his duties
there around the middle of July.
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Jackie Sue Brenny

Charles Thomas Norwood

Billy M. Blagg

Funeral services tor Charles'1‘homas Norwood.83,of Hardin. Ky..
was held -Stutday.- lusts -2-, 20-13,--a6-2
itt the-ehapel of Collier
Funeral Home in Benton. with the Rev. Johnny Phillips officiating.
Interment will follow in the Barnett Cemetery in Hardin. Visitation
was held from 5-8 p.m. on Saturday. June 1,2013. at the funeral

Billy M. Blagg,86,of Paducah,died Sunday.June 2.2013 at 3:50
a.m. at Baptist Health Paducah.
•
Blagg served in the United States Navy. He
retired from P&L Railroad after more than 40
years, working for Illinois Central •Gulf Railroad
as a conductor. He served many years as an elder
with Gospel Mission Worship Center.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Robert
and Effie McGregor Blagg-Bowden; one son and
four brothers.
He is survived by his wife of 64 years. Dorothy
J. O'Daniel Blagg of Paducah; his sons. Joe
Blaggand and wife Deborah of Paducah and
Blagg
David Blagg of San Diego. Calif.:, his brother,
Harris D. Blagg and wife Kathy of St. Louis. Mo.:
1.1
his grandchildren, Michael Blagg of Bloomington.
Ind., Angela Hatton and husband Todd of Murray.
.1.1m.••••••••••••••
Rachel Blagg of Columbus. Ind.. Kyle Blagg of
Paducah. Sam and Adam Blagg of San Diego.
Calif.: and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, June 4, 2013 at 1 p.m. at
Gospel Mission Worship Center. Bw;ial Will follow at Houser
Cemetery in Marshall County with Rev. Paul Hatcher officiating.
Visitation is scheduled at the church from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Gospel Mission Worship Center.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.

Arrangements are incomplete at this time for Jackie Sue Brenny.
88,of Benton, Ky.
She died Friday. May 31, 2013. at Spring Creek home
Health Care in Murray.
He died Thursday, May 30..2013,at 11:58 p.m. at
Mrs. Brenny was born June 7, 1924, in
his home.
Yorktown, Ind.. to the late Oscar J. and Lillian
Born Friday. Feb. 21, 1930. in Olive. he was a
l.eota Taylor Sipe. She was a member of the
farmer and a retired chemical operator for B. F.
Yorktown Christian Church in Yorktown and a
Goodrich Chemical Co. in Calvert City. He was a
member of the Aurora Baptist Church Seniors
member of the Olive Baptist Church in Olive.
Group.
He was preceded in death by his parents, John
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
Louie
Norwood and Lois (Henderson) Norwood; a
death by one brother. William Sipe. and one sister,.
daughter,
Lanora Gail King: and a brother, James
Iris
Tolbert.
Brenny
Franklin
Norwood.
She is survived by one daughter. Sherry Kay.
Norwood
()Nutt and husband, Joe, of Benton; one son. Gary Renegar. of
He is surviVedliy his wife of 62 years; Frances
Carmel. Ind.: four grandchildren, Mark Cookr, of Hardin, Megan Carrol (Watkins) Norwtxxl of Hardin; two sons, John Leyton
Walker. of Martinsville, Ind., Alicia Renegar, of Greensburg. Ind.. Norwood and wife. Jayne, and Phil Thomas Norwood and wife.
and Andrea Renegar, of Carmel. Ind.: two step-grandchildren. Jody Diane. all of Hardin: one daughter. Cindy Odom. of Hardin; four
Michel.of Indiana. and Holly Corpora.of Florida; and seven great- grandchildren. Vanessa McGregor, of Benton. Ragan
Mitchell. of
grandchildren.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.. Eric King. of Dyersburg. Tenn., and Charles
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Henry Wont'. of Paducah; and five great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Alzheimer's
Chicle Etheridge Newton
Association. Kaden Tower. 61(10 Dutchmans LN STE 401
Funeral services for Chloie Etheridge Newton.87.of Benton. Ky
Louisville. KY 4()205-3284.
were held Sunday.June 2.2013. at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
Funeral Home in Benton. with Kevin Williams and Murray Riley
officiating. Interment followed the service in the McNatt Cemetery
(Marshall Co. Memory Gardens) in Benton. Visitation was held Melanie Rae Stockham
Melanie Rae Stockham.49. of Murray died Friday. May 31.2013.
from 5-8 p.m. on Saturday. June 1.2013. at the funeral home.
She
was horn on September 16. 1953 in Chicago. III. She was an
Mrs. Newton died Friday, May 31. 2013. at her
employee at Paschall Truck Lines.
home.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Vince and Rosaline
She was a member of the Walnut Grove Church
of Christ. She had worked as an LPN at Murray - Fichter: a brother, Mike Fichter: and a sister. Mimi Fichter.
Calloway County Hospital and as an assembly line
She is surxived by two daughters, Shereen Morris and husband
vvorker and first-aid nurse at Ashby Corporation Justin of Murray. and Melyssa Robert's and husband Todd of
and Conalco.
Richmond; three brothers. George Eichler of Dexter.Tony Fichter of
She was preceded in death by her husband of 61 Dexter and Jack Fichter of Florida: two sisters,Sue Trimble and husyears. Jack Newton; granddaughter. Jennifer band Bill of Dexter and Donna Areson of Murray; and three grandNewton Gray,of Benton; son-in-law. Garry Wayne children.
Nelson. of Benton:. parents. Rule and Stella
Newton
A
% isitation will he from 5-7 p.m. Monday June 3.2013.
(Starks) Etheridge. of Hardin; three brothers. by
at lines-Miller Funeral Home.
Etheridge. Orville Etheridge and ST. Etheridge. all of Hardin; and
Condolences are a% ailable online at imesmiller.com.
two sisters. Hoy Vick and Loveda Salyers. both of Hardin. •
She is survived by one daughter. Linda Newton Nelson. of
Benton; one son, Jimmy Newton. of Benton; tvvo granddaughters. Dennis Warren Miller
Dennis Warren Miller. 85.of Murray Died Saturday. June 1.2013.
Tina Nelson Laemmle and husband, Brian. of Mount Vernon. Ohio.
and Jessica Newton Wayne and husband. Nick.of Nashville. Tenn.: at his home.
Mr. Miller is preceded in death by
two great-grandchildren: one brother. Willie Etheridge. of Hardin:
one sister, June Edwards. of Benton; and several nieces and
his wife. Rosie Lee Millet; one son.
nephews.
Darrell Rey Miller: his parents.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: St. Jude Children's
Warner Howard Miller and Maude
Research Hospital. P.O. Box 1(XX). Dept. 142. Memphis,TN 38148Miller.
0142.
He is survived by one son: Dennis
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
W. Miller and wife Luda of Austin.
.fexas: two daughters Peggy
Linda Faye Bridges
Lipscomb of West Virginia. Denise
Funeral services .for Linda Faye Bridges, 68. of Reidland. Ky..
rate and husband Mark of Glen'
will at 1 p.m. Monday. June 3.2013. at Heartland Worship Center. Dennis and Rosie Lee Miller .
Ellyn. III.: Terry Adams and wife
with the Rev. Nathan Joyce and the Rev. Dax Hughes officiating.
Susan ot Dexter, eight granslchOsen; William Lipscomb. Robert
Burial will follow at Wtxxllawn Memorial Gardens in Paducah.
Lipscomb. Jason .Lipm:qtalis. Warner Miller. Kevin Mater, Misha
Visitation was held from 4-8 p.m. Sunday. June 2, 2013, at Milner
& Orr Funeral Home of Paducah and will be held after 1 1 a.m. Miller. Luba Millet,Vinifjrrate.'seven great grandchildren; Andrew
Monday. June 3. 2013, at the Heartland Worship Lipscomb. .-Alexander Lipscomb. David Lipscomb, Haleigh
Lipscomb. Carter Lipscomb, Josalyn Lipscomb and Jaycee
Center in Paducah.
Mrs. Bridges died Thursday. May 30. 2013. at Lipscomb.
Services are scheduled for 2 p.m. Tuesday. June 4.2013. at Imesher home.
She was of the Baptist faith and was a 49-year Miller Funeral Home with Bro. David Little officiating. Burial will
member of Heartland Worship Center/Bible follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Baptist. She was a homemaker and owned or partFamily will receive visitors from 5-8 p.m. on Monday. June 3,
nered several business in the area.
2013 at lines - Miller Funeral Home.
She was preceded in death by her father. Roscoe
This is a paid obituary.
Lee Burgess and an infant sister.
She is survived by her husband of 52 years. Alvin `Itudell' Gipson
Bridges
Walter E. Bridges; her mother. Sylvia Fifer; three
Alvin -Ruda- Gipson, 85. of Benton. died Saturday. June I.
sons. Randy Bridges and wife, Carla,Tony Bridges and wife. Elva.
2013. at his residence.
all of Reidland. and Darryl Bridges and wife. Kris. of Florence.
Born Tuesda). June 14. 1927, in Marshall County, he was a retired
S.C.; one daughter, Kari Gibbs and husband. Gary. of Southaven.
operator at SKW Alloys in Calvert City. He served in the
chemical
Miss.; nine grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; two brothers.
Richard Burgess and wife, Vickie, of West Paducah and Steve United States Navy during World War 11.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Onnie
Burgess and wife. Shirley, of Kirksey; and several nieces and
Gipson and the late Lillian (Divine) Gipson: his
nephews.
wife Elva (Joyce) Gipson; one son. Alvin Ray
ExpressiOns of sympathy may be made to: Lourdes Hospice. P.O.
Gipson: two brothers. Dub Gipson and Paul
Box 71(10. Paducah, KY 42002-7100.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandomcom.
"Puncher- Gipson: three sisters, Louise Owens,
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
Mammie Jo Berkhem and Katherine Vogel.
He is survived by two sons. Joe Lee Gipson of
James Euell Parrish
Hardin and Larry. Dale Gipson of Benton: one
Funeral ser% ices for James Euell Parrish,87.of Almo. Ky., will be
daughter. Vickie Lynn Ford of Marion: two brothheld at 1 p.m. on Monday. June 3. 2013. at Imes-Miller Funeral
ers. Harold "Godber" Gipson of Benton and Kenny
Gipson
Home, with Paul Bogard and Brett Miles officiating. Burial will folGipson of Grand Rivers; two sisters, Bobbie Jean
low at the Kirksey Baptist Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8
Higgins of Benton and Patricia Thompson of
p.m. Sunday. June 2.2013. at the funeral home.
Calvert City: eight grandchildren and eight greatHe died Friday. May 31.2013. at his home.
grandchildren.
Born June 4.1925, in Calloway County. he attended both Kirksey
Funeral services will be held Monday. June 3.
Baptist and Palestine United Methodist Churches.
2013
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of the Collier Funeral
Mr. Parrish was preceded in death by his parents. Hardin Parrish
in
Charles Steele will officiate. Internment will
Benton.
Home
Rev.
and Molly Ross: brothers. Emery.Jess. Max and Cleve Parrish; and
follow the service in the Briensburg Cemetery in Benton.
sisters. Hilda Louise Parrish. Erma Lovett and Mae Miller.
Visitation will be 12-2 p.m. Monday. June 3. 2013 at the Collier
He is survived by a sister. Dottie Tatters. of Almo; and several
Funeral Home in Benton.
nieces and nephews.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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Duane Adams
Perry Duane Adams.61,of Murray, died at 12:06 p.m. Friday at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Adams was born Nov. 28, 1951, in Murray to the late Ken and
Carolyn Harrison Adams.
He was a member of the Hardin Baptist Church. where he was
actively involved with 7 Brazil Missions Trips. He
was employed at Vanderbilt Chemical Company
and was a member of The Oil, Atomic and
Chemical Union. He attended Union University in
Jackson. Tenn., where he played baseball.
In addition to his parents, Adams was preceded
in death by a son. Joshua Adams. and a brother.
Kenny Adams.
He is survived by his wife. Kathy Lockhart
Adams. to whom he was married Aug. 30. 1990:
daughter. Ali Adams of Murray: three sons. Jason
Adams
Adams of Murray. Ryan Domescik and wife
Ashley of Clarksville. Tenn., and Alex Adams of Murray: one sister. Donna Matthews and husband Greg of Cadiz; two brothers,
Mac Adams and wife Rita of Harrisburg. N.C. and Allan Adams
and wife Susan of Manchester. Tenn.: three grandchildren. Julian
Adams, Jadyn Adams. and Khloe Domescik: and his brother-inlaw; Larry. Lockhart and wife Myra.
Funeral services will be on Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the Hardin
Baptist Church with Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiating. Burial
will follow in the Antioch Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be 4-8 p.m. Tuesday at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home and after 8 a.m. Wednesday at the Hardin Baptist
Church.
••!
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hardin Baptist
Church Brazil Mission Fund.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
The' number of times published or the' length ofone or snore ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the MaViMIIIII Net by the Ledger und
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishin,g or

Ky. man admits to secretly
recording McConnell meeting.
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API - A for the political group Progress
Kentucky man has admitted to Kentucky. also acknowledged in
secretly recording a private cam- the story' that he provided. the
paign meeting between Senate recording to Mother Jones magaLeader
Reputrlican
Mitch zine, which posted audio front
McConnell and his aides earlier the McConnell meeting and a
this year.
transcript online in April.
Curtis Morrison of Louisville
Mother Jones had previously
made the admission Friday in a said the recording came from a
--+
first-person account posted on confidential source.
Salon.com. where he also said an
On the recording. McConnell
assistant IS. attorney has noti- and his aides talked about opposified his attorney that a grand jury tion research into potential
will consider bringing charges Democratic challengers. includnext Friday.
ing actress Ashley Judd. a former
A spokeswoman. said the U.S. Kentucky resident who later
attorney's office in Louisville decided to skip the race. Aides
would not comment. It was discussed Judd's past bouts with
unclear who was representing depression. previous political
Morrison. Morrison declined to statements and religious beliefs
comment via email Friday.
and how. the campaign might use
Morrison. a former volunteer that against her.
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Dow Jam Ind Wg. _1521120 - 11333
Air Products .................-.94.67 - 0.22
+ 1.00
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•Paul...
From Front
fortunes.
"I think the party can be big
enough to allow people who
don't all agree on every issue.
It's not going to change who I
am or what I talk about but 1

JP

think we can be a big enough
party to include people." Paul
said at the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Library in Simi
Valley,Calif. "It's like when you
talk to your family - do you
agree on every issue?"
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the editor:
Obama apologists and the administration's damage-control
spin machine have been working overtime for months trying
.to identify some semblance a justification for the shameful
desertion of Americans in Benghazi Libya_ in. September
So far, no luck. Despite the dodging, the misleading and
the outright lying - which has been abundant - the outcome
of that fiasco remains unchanged. Four dead Americans. No
straight answers.
A soldier who deserts comrades in the face of the enemy
may earn a date with a firing squad. What a shame that same
remedy will not be applied for "public servants" whose -failings are no less egregious.
Now revelations about the IRS and the Department of Justice are spawning more obstruction and obfuscation. But the
picture is really quite clear. The IRS has admittedly functioned as a political tool of the administration to target and
intimidate tea party and other conservative groups.
Meanwhile, the heavy-handed DOJ has used secret subpoenas to seize telephone records of Associated Press reporters.
And the Attorney General has defiantly defended the government's blatant infringement on the free press as supposedly
guaranteed in the 11.S. Constitution's Bill of Rights.
Based on events as they have unfolded and the truth as it
has been evaded. some immediate reorganization of our national government would seem to be in order. A suggestion comes
readily to mind. Put the White House. the IRS and the D0.1
together under one agency umbrella.
Call it the Gestapo.
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To the editor:
Last week I watched with great interest and quite a bit of
unease as resigning IRS Director Steven Miller evaded, denied,
and outright lied to congress during the congressional hearings
concerning the IRS targeting Tea Party groups.
I am a member of the Tea Party. Many of you who read
this have been told by certain media outlets and progressive
politicians that Tea Party folks are evil racists who hate President Obama just because he's black.
I don't hate the President but I truly do oppose his policies of a ever expanding government.
The IRS targeted groups and individuals who oppose the,
President's policies. The same IRS that is going to enforce
Obamacare starting next year. Makes me wonder what my difficulties in my future healthcare could be.
That is why I and others in the Tea Party are pushing to
uphold our ‘
eonstitutional rights against an over-reaching government. • .
Our democracy won't survive if those rights don't apply to
Allow me to leave you with this final thought. What if in the
future there's a President who policies you oppose but your
concerned that, you or loved ones could be targeted by IRS
tax audits or trouble getting paperwork processed for medical
treatment if you exercise your 1st amendment right of Freedom of Speech.
Samuel White
Murray, Ky.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do nor
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

LETTERS POLICY
s/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@ murrayledger.corn .
te Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
,
6 No letters will be printed anonymously.
a/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
be The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
be Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
se Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.
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On making students pay, whitetail
deer ranking, park aircraft
The Courier-Journal
to untold relating to the Av lLouisville, Ky.
otion Heritage Park.
What started out several
On making students pay
The following are editorials ,from other newspapers years ago as a dream has now
and pay
As Kentucky's public uni- in Kentucky offering opinions about issues of impor- become a solid tourist Mink- lion.
versities prepare to yet again
tance..
How the vision these men
raise tuition, we continue to
had has come to fruition is an
be amazed that Kentucky's legAs a Courier-Journal story teritig chickens or-Tiv ing monthislators believe that 18-year- reported (recently). U of I. is to-month on their government amazing story and it is only
going to get bigger. which is
old students can better afford seeking the miximum increase. checks.
something everyone in the comincrease after increase than can
In-state students would pay
munity should be very excitKentucky's taxpayers. many of $4,875 per semester while out- The Independent
ed about.
whom benefited from a greater of-state students would pay Ashland, Ky.
The latest addition to the
state investment in higher edu- $11,819 per semester.
State can benefit from
Three Springs Road park is a
cation when they were in colIt would be the second small- whitetail deer ranking
I:111F that restorers have nick
lege.
est tuition increase at U of L
Those looking for the prover- named "Warhorse." It will he
But as has been the case since 1990. ...
throughout the last 15 ye w< All of this makes it nnich bial Happy Hunting Ground unVeiled to the public at the
when it comes to whitetail deer park's annual hangar party June
as the legislature has refused more difficult for Kentucky's
do
not have to leave Kentucky. IS.
to do anything that would sub- young people to get much
The "Warhorse" has some
stantially increase revenues — needed college degrees that In the latest issue of Outdoor
through expanded gambling,tax will bring much needed, high- Lite, Kentucky is ranked as interesting history. It was used
the top whitetail trophy state in the 1986 bombing raid on
reform, tax increases or other er-paying jobs to the state.
in the country.
Libya known as Operation H
methods — the burden of high. With just 30.5 percent of
One do6 not have to go Dorado Canyon. It also was
er education continues to fall the people age 25 to 64 holdmore and more on the stu- ing a bachelor's degree or far to realize there are a lot part of Desert Storm, where
of whitetail deer in this state. it flew a whopping 56 comdents.
advanced degree. Kentucky
In fact, you don't even have bat missions.
The Kentucky Council on ranks behind 44 other states.
to
leave
the city limits of AshWhat makes this plane spePostsecondary Education has Until that changes, the state
land and see many deer. In cial _and relevant to Bowling
limited increases at the state will draw its disproportionate
universities this year to 3 per- share of low-skilled, low-wage fact. too many of us have Green is that,one of the park's
killed or severely injured white-, board members,Arnie Franklin. _
cent. ...
jobs rather than the type need- tail deer with our vehicles
led the Libya mission and flew
Other employees at
of L ed to lift Kentucky out of.
instead of rifles or bow and in a sititilar F-111 F.
will receive 4 percent pay rais- poverty.
arrows.
Today. after more than 2,(X10 es, which on the surface seems
According to the U.S. CenBut the national magazine man-hours that have gone into
like an extravagance consider- sus Bureau. Kentucky's mediing that employees there are an household income was that bills itself as the "sports- restoring "Warhorse." the plane
man's choice for hunting and looks exactly' like it did when
generally paid well.(More than $41,141
2011. Only fishing." says western Kentucky
in
imt iw
iii.aasrystill being used by the
200 of them earn at least Arkansas. West Virginia and
is the nation's best place for
$200000 per year.)
Mississippi ranked behind us. bagging a whitetail buck
The work done on this plane
But raises have been rare
There is a connection.
deemed worthy of hanging its is impeccable.
there in recent years and you
Kentucky needs to do more
The public will really be
must pay professors well or to make college education avail- head on -a wall.
The publication says that pleased when they see the airrisk losing the best ones to able and affordable to its young
region is especially notewor- craft for the first time at the
other colleges around the coun- people before we see another
thy for producing a relatively hangar party, which will be at
states
that value college generation of Kentuckians trytry in
educations more than Kentucky. ing to make a living slaugh- high number of "trophy bucks." the Bowling Green-Warren
In tallying the scores. Ken- County Regional Airport. Sevtucky ranked second in the num- eral members of the 493rd Tacber of record-book bucks. But tical Fighter Squadron who parthe state reached the top of ticipated in the Libyan raid
the rankings because of a low will be on hand for the unveilhunter density, relatively low ing.
costs for guided hunts and
While this success unfolds.
hunter-friendly laws and regu- the board is hard at work on
lations.
the park's next project. a T38
The magazine ranks Kansas jet used to train astronauts,
second. Among .neighboring which has been allocated to
states, Indiana ranks third, Illi- the park.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
nois sixth and Ohio ninth.
Much work and perseverance
361A Russell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
Outdoor Life does not have went into securing this plane
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
a large number of subscribers. for the park.
but those who read it share a
The airplane came into the
common interest in hunting NASA fleet in the 1960s and
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
and fishing and are among the also has a local angle. This
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
most likely to plan a vacation plane was flown by Russelwww.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115
around hunting.
lville native and Western KenThat means the national tucky University graduate Terry
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
ranking is likely,to attract more Wilcutt.
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
deer hunters from other states
It is not yet known when
to Kentucky, and that's a plus the plane will be 'brought to
1-202-224-4343
for the economy and is bene- Bowling Green
for restoration.
ficial even to those who have but it's
certainly
something
State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
little or no interest in hunt- worth looking
forward to.
Frankfort,
Ky. 40601
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
ing.
To all of those involved in
1-800-372-7181
e-mail: Kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov
the efforts to acquire these
The Daily News
planes, have them transported
Bowling Green, Ky.
here, restored and displayed.
Humphries
(R-Cadiz)
Stan
State Sen.
On latest aircraft for park
we extend our thanks for helpFrankfort, Ky. 40601
Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
great news for area
ing make our community the
502.564 8100 Ext. 870
e-mail. Stan humphries@Irc ky gov
Great news just continues special place it is.
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Oaks

A Civil War living history event will take
place June 8-9. from 9- a.m. to 5 p.m. both days
at Eva Beach Day Use Area, located on Eva
Beach Road,Camden,Tenn.The public is invited to experience life in a Civil War military
camp with interactive camp displays. infantry,
sharpshooter and artillery demonstrations. For
more information contact Julie Wilson at jawilson I 36@i yahoo.com or(731)441-1514.

Carolyn Greenfield. hostess
of the Oaks Ladies Golf,
announced the Wednesday,
May 29. winners as follows:
First place was Mary
Houston, Carolyn Greenfield
and Susan 'Johnson. Second
place was Ethelene Darnell,
Patsy Neale and Melva
Hatcher. Third place was
Rowena Sanders, Kitty Steele
and Patsy Woodall.
Golf will be
played
Wednesday. June 5, beginning
at 9:30 a.m. It is not necessary
to sign-up. Pairings will be
made before play.

Rebate week set

The Murray Group Home will hold a rebate
week June 3-7 at Captain D's. Members of the
group home will greet customers and clean tables at the event.
which benefits the girls' activity fund. To contribute, write "Murray.
Group Home" on the receipt and return it to the cashier.

Genealogical society to meet
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday...
June 4. at II a.ni. at the MSU Arboretum for a bring-your-ownlunch picnic. The guest speaker will be Randy Patterson. The group
will also pick a slate of officers for the upcoming year of 20132014. Members should come prepared to offer suggestions, or sugPhoto provided
gestions may be called in to Janace Sims at 753-5093,or to Carolyn PLATINUM RECORD: Dr. David Wray,
former director of the music business program at
Tidwell at 753-8264. The public is iiis ited to attend.
Murray State University and a nationally recognized entertainment attorney, has been awarded a platinum record on behalf of the band One Direction for his work on their "Take Me Home"
W.O.W.to hold meeting
album. The award recognizes sales of 1,1:100,000 copies of the record. The award was pre,Woodinen of the World Murray Lodges 592 and 728 will hold a
sented by Dr. Randy Dunn. president of Murray State University, and Dr. Tim Todd. dean of
regular meeting Tuesday. June 4. at 5:30 p.m. in the lodge hall.
the Arthur J. Bauernfeind College of Business. Accompanying Wray, Dunn and Todd are four
Members are invited to bring pictures of their fathers in honor of
music business students, Trent Abanatha, Fred McCarty, Joshua Wright and Dustin Irvan.
Fathers Day.

Veterans assistance available
Veterans and their families will he provided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.
Appointments will he available Wednesday. June 5. and Thursday.
June 6, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To
schedule an appointment call 1270i 444-8465 or visit the clinic.

Banquet to be held
The 2013 Friends of CASA banquet will be held June 6 at the
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center. Tickets are $25.The reception
and silent auction will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner served at 6:30
p.m. Entertainment will be provided by Laynie Alba Mitchell and
Brent Webster, with a volunteer recognition ceremony and a live
auction to follow.To reserve tickets email casapi4murray-ky.net or
call 761-0164.

TOPS to meet Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-1() a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night. held.every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knighty of Columbus, 332 Squire Road. Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For mire information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

Storytime Tuesdqys offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St.. offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

Donations being sought
The Mayfield Lighthouse is in need of donations as it renovates a
transitional apartment for its clients. Especially needed at this time
are 10(1 sheets of sheetrbck. To make a financial contribution as an
individual, group or business,call Shanna Kay Bradley, Director of
the Mayfield Lighthouse at (270) 247-9226.

Bethel Cemetery donations needed
Bethel Cemetery, on Bethel Church Road. Murray. is in need of
cemetery donations. Mail them to Judith Lamb. 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Alm°. Ky.42020. For more information call (270) 227-4450.

DAR to hold 100th anniversary celebration
Special to the Ledger

The idea blur marking the trail •
began
in North Carolina. A
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the patriotic public gathered to dedAmerican Revolution will hold icate each marker, including the
a 1()Oth anniversary celebration joint ceremony attended by
with guest speaker Randell thousands at Cumberland Gap.
Jones Monday. June 10, at 4 The project took place against a
p.m. at the Wrat her West backdrop of the Progressive Era,
Kentucky Museum Auditorium. including presidential elections,
The celebration will honor the campaigns for equal suffrage.
100th anniversary of the mark- war in Europe and the opening
ing of Daniel Boone's Trail. the of the Panama Canal.
Randell Jones, author of the
path that enabled America's
western
movement.
The award-winning 2005 book "In
Daughters of the- American the Footsteps of Daniel Boone"
Revolution erected 45 cast iron and the award-winning compantablets across 400 miles through ion DVD "On the Trail of
North Carolina. Tennessee, Daniel Boone," will be the guest
speaker at the event. He will
Virginia and Kentucky.
speak on his most recent book

titled "Trailing Daniel Boone."
winner of a 2012 Kentucky
History award.
Of Jones. Chapter Regent
Annie Knight said."If you love
history, you will not want to
miss hearing this interesting and
enlightening author! I have
heard him twice, and he is quite
dramatic in his presentation.
One will not nap through it!"
Jones is a member of the Road
Scholars Speakers Bureau of the
North Carolina Humanities
Council. Find more information
about his publications at
ww w.danielboonefom steps.com.
The event is free and open to
the public.

Mid-Continent announces president's, dean's lists
Special to the Ledger
Named to the Dean's List were ated degree completion proMAN HELD, Ky. - 'The fol- Kortney Islas, of Murray; gram. Adults 24 and above with
lowing
Mid-Continent .Chasity Jones. of Murray; approximately two years of colUniversity students earned Charles Miles, of Murray; and lege can earn the last 'half of
'their bachelor's degrees by
President's List and Dean's List Mahauta Reed. of Murray.
To achieve the President's list. attending class one night per
honors in the ADVANTAGE
students must maintain a 4.0 Week for 18 months of instrucPrograms:
Named to the President's List grade point average on a 4.0 tion. Upon completion, students
were Edna Benton. of Murray; scale term. To achieve the earn a Bachelor of Science in
or
management
Sarah Burton. of Hardin: Dean's List, students must business
Kimberly Miles, of Murray. maintain a grade point average Christian ministry. To learn
Amanda Smith. of Hazel: Amy between 3.5 and 3.99 on a 4.0 more about the program call
(888) MCU-GRAD.
Todd, of Murray; and Deanna scale.
ADVANTAGE is an accelerWalter. of Dexter.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer

Special to the Ledger
June 7-8, Pray Murray will
gather at Harvest Land City
Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Salem Baptist Church Cemetery is in need of tax deductible Gate, 1714 Plainview Dr..
donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations
Murray.
host 24 hours of
to Salem Baptist Church Cemetery Fund, c/o Charles Windsor. Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m.
tnistee, 166 Honeysuckle Ln., Murray. KY 42071. Additional on Friday until 6 p.m. on
tnistees include Johnny Williams and Paul Straw.
Saturday.
This is a community effort to
Special events to,be held Monday
.unite Christians of Murray and
Confederate Memorial Day and Jefferson Davis's birthday will be Calloway County to pray for
observed on Monday, June 3. at 7 p.m. on the court square in
Murray. The celebration will feature speakers. live music and the
historical figure Jefferson Davis. President of the Confederate
States of America (portrayed by JW Bunion). The event is sponsored by the United Daughters of the Confederacy. JN Williams
Chapter. and Fort Reiman Camp #1834, Sons of Confederate
Veterans. The public is invited to attend. Bring lawn chairs.

Olts city, county, region, state,
nation and the world. All
Christian denominations are
invited to participate.
During these 24, hours, different groups or individuals are
responsible for leading praise
and/or prayer. Some individuals
or groups choose to only lead
praise. others lead prayer, while
some take responsibility for
both praise and prayer for that

hour or two of the 24 hours.
Those who do not want to be
responsible for leading may
come and go at any point during
the 24 hours.
Anyone who is interested in
leading praise or prayer may
Michael
Pastor
contact
Richardson to be added to the
schedule during this month's 24
hours at 293-5687 or pastormichaelhlm&gmail.com.

Tennis teams
forming now

FBC library open to the public
First Baptist Church invites the public to use its library.,located at
the church on the corner of Fourth and Poplar streets. The library
offers over 13,000 items including books. CDs. and family-friendly DVDs. Library cards are free and not based on church affiliation.
For more information call (270)753-1282.

Domestic violence support offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and times,
call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

Saturday
II) A.m. to 4 I,

"
or Prize
— "
Weekly!

DONATE BLOOD

New Shipment of Metal This Week1

25% Off Everything
Hours Thurs., Fri, Sat.& Mon. 10.00Am-.500iva,
Sun. 1-00.4.4 5:00oaa

Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F & G

in to 7 p

$2.5

- -,a1
VS So 11_ft

Home Decor • Wreaths • Furniture • Metal

It

0 .1

Special to the Ledger
Purchase Area United States
Tennis Association men's.
women's and mixed adult tennis
teams are now forming for individuals ages 18 and up for all
levels of play.
Those who are interested in
participating or would like more
information may contact Josh at
purchasetennisOvgmail.com or
visit www.usta.com

Give Life.
American
Red Cross

Monday. Friday
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edule
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1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.REST
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herctre.itufmurray.com

Meetings
scheduled
Special to the Ledger.
Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 S. 12th St.. in the Southside
Shopping
Center
behind
Regions Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows:
Sunday. 8 p.m., closed, no
smoking. I 2x 12 study; Monday.
noon.open, no smoking,8 p.m.
open,smoking; Tuesday.8 p.m.
closed:no
smoking;
Wednesday. II a.m. closed, no
smoking,good old timers meeting.6 p.m.. closed, ladies meeting, smoking, 8 p.m., open,
smoking; Thursday, 12 noon,
open, no-smoking,8 p.m. open,
smoking, big book meeting;
Friday. 12 noon,open.smoking,
8 p.m.open.smoking, newcomers meeting: Saturday, 10 a.m.,
open. no-smoking. breakfast of
champions meeting, 8 p.m.
open. no-smoking, speaker
meeting. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have
a problem with alcohol and
want to give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants
to attend an AA meeting. For
information call Mitch at 7539320.Chuck at(270)436-2552,
Joe at 753-4161, Debbie at 2265012 or Dixie -at (2.70) 9787 I 38 .

,
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0
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HAPPENINGS
by Anntta Peeler
Alter our Memorial Day holiday.
we got busy with our Wal-Mart
shopping. We appreciate the book
mobile bringing us a big stack of
books to read. We had "room SCCi ice- on Tuesday night so we sat
back and enjoyed our meal with a
good hook.
Welcome home Martha Farris
front a week in Ftoridar It was an all
girl trip with just her daughters.
granddaughter and daughter in law.
We're glad she had a good time but
it is good to have her back home.
It was good to have Jenise home
after her vacation. She came back
all tan and rested from the beach in
Florida. She had to hit the ground
running with lots of activities going
on. Now that Memorial Day is
behind us. it's time to start planning
for our Father's Day.
Joe Roberts entertained his family on Sunday. They enjoyed Sunday
dinner in the private dining room
and just spent the afternoon visiting.
Our road trip this week was to
Belew's in Aurora. What could be
more "summer- than going to
Belew's for a good ole hamburger
and milkshake? It was a lovely day
except it was extremely "breezy- so
we had to hold on to our food so it
wouldn't blow away (which made
eating interesting). Of course. you
can't go to Aurora without making a
stop at
Hitching Post: after-!
wards we ide around the lake. We
live in such a beautiful area. however. I think sometimes we take it
for granted. We have tourists that
come here from all over the country
to see Kentucky Lake and fish and
hunt. We are so blessed to live not
only in such a beautiful area but a
nice quiet community.
Mitzi celebrated her birthday this
week. June 2nd is a special date
since that is my 35th wedding
anniversary. So, happy birthday
Mitzi and happy anniversary
Charlie'

...Where priceless
memories are made.
Utterbark Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone- 12701 754-$700 • 14190-231-5014
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Currently has an opening for a

••

4

Registered Nurse

10

ILJd

10pm-630am shift
If interested please apply in person
Together we will dedicate our efforts and

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sq.ft home
3/4BR. 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online @ www.wbcmun'ay.org
(click resources then ADMIN
270-753-8240

performance to be the highest quality

U -pick $1 25,1t
We-pick $2 50,qt
1 8 miles South of
ledalia Hwy 381
(Bring pans)
328-8543

Drug free facility/AAE

Self Storage

DISCLAIMER

Ken1ake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for

LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be submitted online by going to

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24,7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
27(1-4854112
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees acdept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
Notice- will the person
who took the turtle
flower pot from 601
Broad St. Please return
it. You were seen by
neighbors.
To avoid
embarassment.
Please return!

www.krogercom
Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods

When
.accessing

the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
Nvebsite. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings_ Thank you

Or apply through CareerBuilder corn to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company,
Murray KY Jobs.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace.

Environmental Tech's
Hinng Two Full Time Positions for Calvert City area
Salary based on Work Experience
Benefit Package
Send resume to PO Box 557
Calvert City, KY 42029

Medical Biller/Coder/Charge Entry for

Tue. 1p.m,

Thursday
Fnday

Wed. 12 p.m.

PLACE YS.))R LINE AD AN!.)!! WILL APPEAR ON
1HE WERstrE Al' NO LAIRA CHARGE.

Saturday

Thur. 12 pm.

Experience preferred.
Please mail resume to
P.O. Box 7564, Paducah, Ky. 42001
or email to

Ithompsontipurchasecancergroup.com
or fax to 270-554-6549.

Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met,

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Send resume to jdavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

DINAH 001 Pt'
,
s
1

EVERYTHINu

I

New Draffenville McDonalds
75 US Hwy 68 E
Open interviews daily
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

MURRA1

LEDGER &TIMES

E.O.E.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(
3 mo.
$30.00
-455.00 3 mo.....--...$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.-.$105.00 6 mo.
$105.00 I
1 yr.
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
1 mo.
$75.00
.$90.00 6 mo...........--$96.00
$120.00 1 yr.
- $145.00

Rest of KY/TIN
iPurvcar & Rechanani

Visa

Mit

1
_

GM ASE CERTIFIED TECH.
Customer satisfaction to Priority.
Drivers license, drug test, background
check required.
Excellent pay, 401K, insurance.
AC SHOP.
Larry Stovesand Buick & GMC
3300 Park Ave. Paducah
8:00 - 5:00 Monday - Fnday
E.O.E
M/F/H/B

1

St Address

1

City

1

_
/Ap

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420/1
Or call (270) 753-1916

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224

1
1

KY Lake Oil Company has an opening for an
Accounting Clerk to perform general office
and accounting duties.
Excel knowledge. a basic understanding of
accounting, excellent data entry skills,
efficiency and organization required

Send resume to:
620 S 4th St_ Murray, KY 42071
Attn: L. Bona.

- PREPLANNING -

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
MCCLURE OWNER

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

it

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

11

ii1oeoliy owned arid
?arafd

Verated ',rio' ISSt'

No phone calls
please.

SINCE

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

ek Eyecare Specialties

I 1.Ii7,/,

!iff,0::)!bli

WESTERN
KY
Correctional ComplexMedication
Certified
Aide
needed
for
1 00pm- 9 00 pm
Duties
to
include
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications Must possess documentation of
having
successfully
passed the medication
competency
aide
exam.
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
weekend
Primary
duties to include medication administration,
assessment
and
response to emergencies.
Please forward resume
CorrectCareto
Integrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
fax
(859)685-0901
EEO
140

'ANTIQUES", gas. oil
& soda signs. pump.
military. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.

270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy funk or
running cars and trucks
and iunk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
2012 Whirlpool high
effeciency washer 3.6
tank. 12 cycles, hoses
included, mint. $250.
Trailer 16ft custon sideboards. Inside kept
$1.000 270-978-9546

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.

COINS

CHRISTOPHER'S

COINS
has large number of
CC Morgan Dollars
and Seated Liberty
Dollars at Trends-NTreasures Fair pncesl
270-753-4161

WE HAVE SOME OF THE

Kentuck‘1

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts

•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

INSURANCE'
LINDY SUITER

608 MAIN STREET MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-5842
1,VWW.WKYINS.COM

Call Natasha Hutson or Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week • 2x1 S6.00 a week
•13 week contract •Runs on Monday
150
Articles
For Sale
Slabs
for
sale.
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood).
between
5.30-6.30
Weds. evening.
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale. Mostly
hardwood. $10 a bundle. Call between 530E:00
Wednesday
evenings.
270-522-0158
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

320
Apartments For Rent
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, 1BA Townhouse,
W/D included. Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559
brick,
WiD
2BR,
hookup, redecorated,
no pets. $435/mo
293-6070

Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Callouay

Appliances

I BR from $345
2BR from $375

LARGE
SELECTION

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
.IDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 233

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
190
Farm Equipment
Farm
Hand
233
Loader, quick attachment fits IH
97 Toyota Camry
270-435-4249
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
** Owner Finance'
48R. 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home. 2BR, 113A, all
appliances included_
Must be moved. $9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
3BR, 2BA mobile home
on corner Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr
2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
Mobile Homes For Rent

CHRISTOPHER'S
Desperately needs to
buy your coins
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures.
Appraisals.
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
12701 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Nturray, KY 42071

308 South 12th
BEST HOMEOWNERS
Murray
RATES IN THE INDUSTRY.
759-2500
Call us for a quote.
murrayercare.com /----v-

Please pick up applications at the office
Monday-Friday
from 8am - 3pm
PT/FT
position
at
Murray Sewing Center
Knowledgable about
sewing. Apply in person
4
Bel-Air
Shopping Center.

1993

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR. IBA. Water/trash
$425/mo.
included.
270-719-1654

cr

Equal opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
340
Houses For Rent

Great for

your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924
360

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

HAZEL 2 or 3BR
492-8526
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house 641 South No
pets 227-6431 or
293-6156
360
Storage Rentals

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G8C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 am -4pm M-F

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

430
Real Estate

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Commerical Prop. For Rent

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater

4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109

410
Public Sale

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122
OFFICE SPACE700ft,
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
water/gas/electricity/tra
sh pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C 270226-1103
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies 270335-3943
270-994-3915

urras Ledger at times I air
1 lousing Act Notice
All real estate adr erti.ed herein
suhas I to the Federal I-a,
Ilotrang Art, ii Filch makes
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460
Homes For Sale

2,051 sq/ft brick home
74 acres, large shop
stocked pond, gravel
pit, hunting Kirksey
area $389,900 Call or
text 270-994-1595

2004 Chi
red, 4 do,
condition,
inside.
mileage,
293-8239

Original c
ng 2003(
cylinder,
transmillic
dition
miles $3.
759-2276

2007
Pontoon
22ft, 115h
capacity 1
227-8015,
530
Sepik

1-270-97f
All
Construct
struction
Mobile I'
decks 75:
Nimmo
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New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
Shih-tzu
puppies SBG Real Property
Male/female
CRC
Professionals

shots/wormed. $250$300 270-804-8103

We
hollarlm
270-

520
Boat

Avoid inflationary cost.

_

USED APPLIANCES

FULL time, salary computer/network technician
specialist.
Minimum 1 year experience required. Details
at
www.smartpathtech.comicareer

Money Order

OF MURRAY, KY

SUPPLY COMPANY,

Want to Buy

get him a subscription to the

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

HO
MOT

VISA

Pre-At/1111Selllefit Sriiltlil,
'

Purchase Cancer Group.
DRIVERS-NOW hiring
drivers for Short Haul,
SE Regional, OTR. 7
on 7 off fleets. Home
every weekend! Great
pay, Benefits! Jay at
866-215-3659

Crew Members & Managers

State

Mon. 12 p.m.

Wednesday

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

NICK

has an opening for
part-time sales
and office.

ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)

Lynn Grove

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional Journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

Murray Supply

MAINTENANCE'TECHNICIANS(3RD SHIFT)

ASSISTANT Manager
Bring resume and refPenn
erences
to
Station at 110 S 12th
Street See General
Manager

Name

klft. 9 a.m,

Tuesday

it I ).-,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
, 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver!

Equal opportunity employer

Jones Strawberries • 060

Check

Fri. 9 a.m.

Smart Sayer

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center

6 mo.
1 yr

•.-1

F. 10 an

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60'. Discount 2nd Run,
40"; Discount 3rd Run.
IA!! i Ads Allist Rlill Witifili b Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
I I N. I

DEADLINES

4,11.
11b

060

060
Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

I

-..., CLASSIFIED AD RATES
ilisvi Al Alli,

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

MasterCard

I

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Ofterec
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

Murray

293-7872-

Grill t
and ver:
burners
white, o
sausage
ing grat

op"

dger & Times

ATY's
2007 Kawasaki zx6r
120k miles Many add
ons $5900 060
270-227-5450

[NES

—Fri.10a,m
— Fn. 9 am.
— Mcc.9a.m,
-Mon.12 p.m.
— Tue.1p.m
—Wed.12 p.m,
— Tbur.12 p.m.

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2004 Chevy Cavalier,
red, 4 doors, excellent
condition, like new
inside
great
gas
mileage $4,800 Call
293-8239

VISA

roR

Original owner is selling 2003 Chevy S-10, 4
cylinder, 5spd manual
transmillion Good condition
Only 85,000
miles $3.900 00
759-2276

Boats & Motors
2007
StarCraft
Pontoon/Aluminum
22ft, 115hp, low hours.
capacity 10. great boat.
227-8015/Pat

'ay, KY 42071

DF THE

NERS

IUSTRY.

n• a quote.
\

C

Services Mond
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estiniate
270-226-5576
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
.v4 whillelectric.com
I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
into call 270-227-3309
MICKEY WILSON

DEVELOPMENT
ontrot list
.AdditieniS
&
Bailin),;Ins

Wu!mix*
ilitent Specialist

1Home

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

1-270-978-1204
Aft
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free estimates
Call Kevin at
270-293-4020

•Dei k.s
•Iii 501(1115 e Mirk

I icensed tr. insured
(270) 226-5444
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

KY 42071

2

acre

;pee home.
Rd. &
e-sac)

)767-9924

3Public Sale

STIN Auction
Service
types Auction
3enton, KY
70-705-4859

S1ORAGE'

•Removal

Size Units I 1
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
512 Whitnen Ave.

(270)489-2839

753-3853

270-227-0906

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
ti bath remodeling
Decks &
Fully insured

porches

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
Vistr Sepik Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-8686

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

Real Estate

Ledger & Time, lair
ising Act Notice

•tak ads ertf.ed herein
I to the federal fair
%Ouch make. it
advertew ans preter.
nation or do.mminad on INC. :olor, relihandicap, familial .tahowl origin or !Mew
fake am -41(11 prefer'dation,or di..rennna

• torbid de.immmation
rental or ad%erteAng
ate ha...d on tactor,in
three proteded
leral lass

MON mg,1% accept an%
IF tor real eaate is hich
iolahon ot the lass All
an. herehr interned
Nellmg.ad% ertowd are
on an equal opportn-

LI
ith fair
ALIN erti•ong requireLoumel
Iflam 17011 r4S-

VOW 1•008•01
0•104tum,v

3
'tomes For Sale

sg/ft brick home.
res, large shop,
id pond, gravel
Funting. Kirksey
$389,900 Call or
'0-994-1595

New 2-4
DOS bona in
illeid EatMes.
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McCUISTON
ROOFING

SIMPLY MOWING

ladvarlal/Comercial/lIesidential
James C.Gallimore

270-293-1924

Cutting--Weed Eating--Blowing
Weekly--Si Weekly--One lime Service

vosiW.OECLI.C.NET

0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,500-6,000 Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

(270) 227-1512

Replacement ()nel Repair
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

(270) 759-0890

No Contracts--Free Estimates

Greg Mansfield
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Giatt Hometown Service

PRESCOTT

Crossroads
Lawn & Garden

ROOFING

Landscaping, mowing.
cleanup, & other
outdoor projects.
Also providing garden
assistance; raised
beds, planting, etc

Over 28 Years
Experience

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shocks Hand Nailed

293-3406

siae

seep t

12701293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating &
striping

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

Land Between the Lakes to celebrate
National Get Outdoors Day June 8

First Come Basis•No Phone Galls Attlee
111 111:

LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Wilitile11 ,Venue.• Vitirra. K

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, June 4. 2013:

by Jacqueline Rigor
for

"This is.an inspiring way to celebrate public lands and give back
to your favorite places." stated Emily Schmadeke. Volunteer
Coordinator for Friends of LBL."Get outdoors, get active, and help
keep your public lands clean for everyone to enjoy."
It is recommended but not necessary-to call to register for volunteer work. For more information on these projects. visit www.friendsoflbl.org. call 1270I 924-2007 or email volunteerO`friendsofibLorg.

GRILL CLEANING
Follow this checklist and grill maintenance will never be a big job
•
- Preheat the grill on high every time you use it.
- After pre-heating. use crumpled foil to loosen and clean away
any gray ash or leftover residue on the cooking grates.
- After removing the food from the cooking grate. turn burners
back to high and burn any stuck-on food off for 1010 15 minutes.
- After each use, use a brass-bristle grill brush or crumpled foil to
loosen and clean residue on the cooking grate.
- Remove accumulated ashes from charcoal grills frequently.
- Clean both the inner and the outer drip pan of a gas grill fre-

quently
- Once a year. clean the inside of the grill with warm,soapy water.
GRILL SAFETY
- Always read the owner's manual before using a new gas or charcoal grill.
- Do not lean over a barbecue grill when igniting.
- When lighting a gas grill, the lid should always be open.
- Gas or charcoals grills should NEVER he used indoors; they are
outdoor cooking appliances.
- Every time a refilled propane tank is reconnected to the barbecue, the hose connection should he checked for leaks.
- Always use heat-resistant barbecue mitts or gloves and long-handled tools.
- When done cooking. cover the charcoal grill and close all vents.
Turn a gas grill off at the burners and the gas source.

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas

at 270-762-0336.
imes IS A PUBLIC SE-RVICE ANNOUNCEVENT

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might need to evolve

to a new level of understanding
when dealing with a partner and
a financial matter. You have the
control you desire. Be aware of
your limits with someone you
care a lot about. The afternoon
provides solutions where there
previously were none. Tonight:
Out and about.
suitor who appeals to different -LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
parts of your character. If you **** Others will want to call
are attached. your multifaceted the shots, but you could have a
personality does not surprise lot to share. You'll command their
No decisions can be
your sweetie, though he or she attention.
made without your "OK." Claim
might have a Preference as to your power, and people will be
which 'say you should go. more than willing to listen to your
Though you may want to vanish side of the scenario. Tonight: A
at times, you still enjoy each loved one makes you smile.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
other. ARIES can be pushy.
**** Listen to what is being
The Stars Shwa the Kind of shared, and know that you might
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: not like everything you hear.
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; Your version of what is possible
could change. Honor your needs
I -Difficult
more openly than you have in
the recent past. A frienctwants to
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
help you lighten up. Tonight:
*** Your concern is not only Share, if it would make it easier.
about your finances, but also 97
whether you have the power and **** Your creativity soars.
strength that is necessary to You laugh and see life from a
make a difference. You might be new perspective. How you hanconcerned about the outcome of dle someone could radically
a certain situation. Initiate a con- change because of what you
versation in the morning. now know. Fatigue plays into
Tonight: Happily head home.
your mood late afternoon.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Tonight: Just for you.
***** You could be dragging CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
in the morning, but by afternoon **** You might feel pressured
you'll start to feel your VVheaties. by a personal issue. Your ability
You'll feel empowered, and you to break down barriers now will
won't hesitate to discuss an idea. directly affect your ability to relax
If someone is negative, be later. Your lighter side could
resilient and refuse to take on his emerge. A misunderstanding or a
or her energy. Tonight: Be where difficult meeting could leave you
you want to be.
feeling off. Tonight: Your creativiGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ty flourishes.
**** It is likely that you need AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Many
direction.
to head in a new
**** Get busy, make phone
of you will see this fact clearly calls and schedule meetings.
during the day, and some will see Keep conversations moving, and
it at night. The end results will be understand that there could be a
the same. The longer it takes, difference of opinion among
the surer you can be that you are those around you. By afternoon,
wearing rose-colored shades. you might want to play the role of
Tonight: Do for you.
recluse, as you have so much to
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
do. Tonight: Happy at home.
*** You might want to rethink a PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
decision more carefully. A dis- **** You could be extremely
cussion could shed some light tired and withdrawn, especially
on the potential problem. Do not with a demanding associate or
necessarily count on your idea or family member. Avoid taking any
resolution being the best one. Be financial risks, and you will be
receptive to someone who has happier as a result. Later today,
expertise in these matters. conversations will run more
Tonight: Where the fun is.
smoothly than in the recent past.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Tonight: Chat the night away.
*** Make time for a discussion
with an expert on an issue you BORN TODAY
are dealing with. In the after- Actress Angelina Jolie (1975),
noon, you'll need to listen to actor Noah Wyle (1971)
•••
someone who demands your
time and attention. You also Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
might decide to distance yourself Internet at www.lacquellnebifrom an unpleasant situation. gar.com.
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.

This year you often will feel as if
you cannot be direct enough.
Realize that you could get some
bring canoes/kayaks. personal.. floatation devices (PH)). and water strong reactions as a result.
bottles to Honker Dam to participate from 8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. Other times, you'll want to
Trash bags. water to refill personal water bottles, and gloves will be cocoon. You will succeed in a
key project. If you , are single.
provided.
you will attract more than one

How to clean, season and maintain your grill

sausages recipe below. When you are done eating, clean the cooking grates by rubbing them with foil or a brush again.

4
2
1
9
7
5
6
3
8

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Free estimates. Hector
270-227-6638

Whether you've just bought a shiny new grill or pulkd your old
one out of winter hibernation, step No. I before embracing grilling
season is to clean and season it.
Grills are like cast-iron skillets; the more you use them, the better
they cook. That's because food cooks on the grill, the fats and juices
are instantly vaporized by the heating elements or charcoal briquettes. The vapor creates the smoke that flavors the food with that
legendary grilled taste. TIW smoke that isn't absorbed by the food
accumulates on the inside of the grill, and so the Grill gets "seasoned."
So let's start with the cleaning. If ydu've had your grill for a while
and use it a lot, you may notice that the lid of the grill looks like
peeling paint. It isn't. This is simply the accumulation of layers of
smoke. Warm sbapy water, a scrub brush and a little elbow grease
will take the excess bits of black smoke off the inside of the grill lid
with little trouble. And you'll only need to do this once a year.
Next, burn and scrape off any food bits stuck to the grates. Turn
all the burners on high for a gas grill-with the lid down. For a charcoal grill, burn a chimney starter of charcoal with the lid closed. Let
the flames burn until any residue has turned into a white colored
ash. Brush gently with either a brass bristle brush or my makeshift
foil cleaning brush.
A brass bristle brush is soft enough to bend and not break off like
steel brushes. They are the only kind that I would use. The harder,
more brittle brushes can also damage the finish on your cooking
grates.
If you don't have a grill brush or don't want to use one, try this.
Crumble heavy-duty foil into a ball about the size of a tennis ball.
Hold the hall in a pair of sturdy 12-inch locking chef tongs and
brush away! Remember to use heavy-duty foil or the ball will disintegrate.
After you clean your grill, it's time to season it. My favorite and
very effective method is to fill the cooking grate with.uncooked
fresh sausages such as bratwurst or Italian sausage, but any food
with a medium- to high-fat content that will cook for at least 30 minutes is ideal. I usually cook the sausages at a lower temperature than
normal to suit this.
Grill the sausages slowly on a low-medium heat until bubbling hot
and very brown. Remove the sausages from the grill, then re-set the
burners to high, letting the grill burn off the residue until it turns
white, about 20 to 30 minutes. Do this while you enjoy the grilled

9
7
5
8
3
6
4
1
2

270-753-2905

(27OM78.4591

BY ELIZABETH KARMEL
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'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. Ky.- Land Between The Lakes ILBL) National
Recreation Area will waive fees at participating day-use facilities
Saturday. June 8. in honor of National Get Outdoors Day.
General admission to The Homeplace. Woodlands Nature Station.
Elk & Bison Prairie, and the 1 p.m. Golden Pond Planetarium show
will be free. Also. Wranglers Campground will waive day-use riding fees for those bringing their horses out for the day.
A shoreline clean-up will take place around Bobcat Point in the
Woodlands Nature Watch Area at LBL. in cooperation with the U.S.
Coast Guard and Respect the Resource program. Volunteers should

8
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8
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7

Dittkult% Lesel *

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

HILL SEPTIC

7
8
9
5
4
1
3
2
6

57
9

43
9

8

270-873-9916

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

1

7

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage. 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

Answer to previous puzzle

4

3

3

"If you've got it, we can store it"

4
8

7

• Garland Rental Boat.82 Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Associated Press

3

GARLANt
RENTAL

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

9
9
42

Dort work Hauling,
Bush hogging, Top soil,

Garden tilling,
Driveways, White rock,
Mulching, etc.

4
6-2
2

Tractor & Dozer Work

YOUR mowing needs.

Paying. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

1

We Now Have W Climate Control Units

• wee1,1,. spinal ptckups
•locally owned/operated

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Concepts SudoKu

*Insured

•Sinall Landscapes etc.
*Lae Removal
4Aowing •Residentea
•Edging •CommerciaI
4Aulching •Insured
Pruning *Licensed

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
270-293-4256

MINI

•Trimming

•Firewood

Sucloku is a riumber-piac.rig puzzle based on a 9x9 grid oath
several given numbers The °OW is to place the numbers 110
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number ordy once The(*acuity ievei
ot the Concepbs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

*Stump Grinding
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Daughter is sick and tired of Early treatment helps dyslexic
caring for ailing relatives
children succeed in school

8 • !11onday,Jane 3,2013

Looking Back
Tea years ago
Main Street President-Elect
Tom Ewing, manager Deana
Wright and vice president Martha
Ails received a "Service to
Preservation Award" from the
Kentucky Heritage Council and
the Ida Lee Willis Memorial
Foundation for work being done
in Murray.
The top ten students at Murray
High School were Angela Oliver.
Katie Smith, Lauren Hines.
Caleb Mathis, Ed Baust, Todd
Brooker, Allyson Zimmerman.
Jennifer
Bothwell,
Philip
Montgomery
and
James
Quetermous.
Kirksey and Goshen United
Methodist Churches hosted a
retirement tea in honor of the
Rev. and Mrs. Kendrick Lewis.
Rev. Lewis retired after 20 years
of service with the United
Methodist Church.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
George Bell received a Citation
for Bravery for disarming a bank
robbery suspect. Bell was a 1980
graduate of Murray High School
and a 1986 graduate of Murray
State University.
Twenty years ago
Playhouse in the Park offereda
free summer preview musical
cabaret. Cast members included
Carol Bogard. Pete Lancaster.
Tiffany Devine, Todd Hall.
Scotty Rice. Andy Vaughan and
others. Bob Valentine was the
emcee.
Calloway County High School
librarian Pat Allbritten was pictured accepting a book donation
from NOW member Happy
Chambers.
The Catloway County Middle
School Future Pioblem Solving
Team placed in state Governor's
Cup Competition. Team members included Laurie Witte, Susie
Richter, Kathy Kobraei. Erica
Stickler and Scott Kellie.
Kim Dameron and Buddy

Parker were pictured participating in the Racer Classic at Miller
Golf Course.
Thirty years ago
A Leadership Murray Program
was established with Dr. Lanette
Thurman as executive director.
Executive committee members
included Paul Kiesow, Stuart
Poston. Ron Christopher. Joe
Dick and Walt Apperson.
Mary Bain won the George
Hart Memorial Golf Invitational
Tournament played at Murray
Country Club. Other flight winners were Carol Hibbard.
Madelyn Lamb and Virginia
Schwettman.
Forty years ago
New officers for the Murray
Education Association Were Mrs.
Robert E. Brown, Mrs. A.B.
Crass and Mrs. William L.
Pinkston.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Riggins were
pictured with a string of bass
taken out of Kenlake Marina.
James W. Barclay. owner of
Pool Office Equipment and
Sapply, announced the hiring of
Ken Ramsey.
Fifty years ago
Shirley Stroud was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls at the regular
meeting. Jane Watson is worthy
associate advisor.
Donald Oliver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Everette Oliver,
valedictorian of the Murray
College High School senior
class. was one of seven seniors to
receive an Alumni scholarship at
Murray State College.
Sixty years ago
Jerry Dent, personnel director
of the Murray Manufacturing
Company, was selected to serve
as a member of the Personnel
Policies Forum, an industrial
relations project conducted by
the Bureau of National Affairs
Inc. in Washington..D.C.

DEAR ABBY: I took care of
my- grandmother until her death
a few years ago. and now my
mother
is
very sick. I
feel
angry
because I'm
only 23, and
it seems all I
have
ever
done is take
care of sick
people. 1 sit
at the hospisometimes
Dear Abby "
just fuming.
By Abigail
Mom was
Van Buren
a smoker and
now she has cancer. I keep thinking if she hadn't smoked, she
wouldn't be in this fix, and neither would I. I always visit her
and try to do everything she asks
of me. and yet I think I'm starting to hate her. I dread going to
the hospital. sitting there and waiting for test results. etc. What kind
of daughter has feelings like this?
-- WORST DAUGHTER ON
EARTH
DEAR DAUGHTER: Please
stop beating yourself up. Your
feelings are normal. You have a
right to be angry that your mother is sick. At 23. you have had
an unusual amount of responsibility thrust upon you for someone your age. That her disease
has taken over your life is also
a reason to be angry.
However. please stop blaming
her for her illness. Right now.
you need each other. And nonsmokers get cancer. too. The American Cancer Society has support
groups where family members can
safely share their feelings. Please
check them out.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 43 and went
back to school the nontraditional
way. I will graduate soon with
my master of human services
degree. I will be the first person
in my immediate family to have
a degree.
My best friend thinks I'm foolish because I,..posed for gradua-

lion photos and ordered a class
ring. She said I am too old to
be having graduation pictures and
a ring. I was thrilled to have
them, but now I'm wondering if
I really am being foolish. Am I
trying to recapture the "would
have/could have/should have"
years? -- ED IN LOUISIANA
DEAR ED: Shame on your
friend for raining on your parade.
With a best friend like this, you
should never forget to bring an
umbrella.
You're celebrating the fact that
as a nontraditional student you have
earned your master's degree. That's
a laudable accomplishment and
deserves to be celebrated in any
way you would like. Please accept
my sincere congratulations, graduate!
NONNI

DEAR ABBY: I love to read.
I have kept every book I have
read. so 1 probably have close to
600 books in my library, which
is actually a small room, overflowing with books and nothing
else.
Why do you think I can't let
go of them? I lend them out to
only a select few, and I always
make sure they are returned. I could
do lovely things with this room
if my books weren't in the way.
but I can't seem to part with
them. -- BOOKWORM IN NEW
YORK
DEAR BOOKWORM: It's
probably because your books have
become an extension of yourself.
Because you would like to do
something else with the space
they occupy, sort through them
and keep only the most precious
ones. If there are titles you would
like to read again one day. do as
many others are doing -- read
them on an e-reader.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother.Pauline Phillips.
Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

A person with dyslexia tends
to reverse or misread letters or
words. He or she might confuse
the letter "b" for "d," or read the
number "6" as "9." The word
"was" may be read as "saw." Or
the order of words in a sentence
may get switched annind. Because
of these difficulties, a person with
dyslexia usually reads slowly and
hesitantly.
Many young children reverse
letters and numbers or misread
words as a normal pan of learning to read. Children with dyslexia, however, continue to do so
after their peers have stopped,
usually by first or second grade.
It is really important to recognize dyslexia early, before the

third grade. Treatments started
early are more effective..
Dyslexia is not a vision problem; the eyes do not see words
incorrectly. It .is also not a problem of intelligence; many people
with dyslexia have average or
above-average intelligence. Many
are extremely successful in life.
Many are exceptionally articulate
when speaking, but have trouble
writing.
Children and adults with dyslexia have no trouble understanding
things that are spoken. They are
just as curious and imaginative
as others. They can understand
new concepts as easily, so long
as the concepts ace described by
the spoken word and visual information. They can figure out puzzles as well as others -- so long
as the puzzles don't involve written words.
Dyslexia is a lifelong condition that cannot be cured. But
children with this disorder can learn
ways to succeed in school.
Several techniques and strategies can help. Many are based
on the observation that although
people with dyslexia have trouble understanding words they read.
they usually can understand words
that are read aloud by another
person. As a result, listening to
books on tape rather than reading them,and taping lectures rather
than writing notes, can be effective strategies. Computer software
that checks spelling and grammar
is another useful tool.
With support, most children
with dyslexia adjust to their learning disability. And with early and
appropriate treatment, many people with dyslexia go on to succeed in school and in their careers.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Jefferson Davis was born in Christian County, Ky.
In 1888. the poem "Casey at
the Bat." by Ernest Lawrence
Thayer. was first published in the
San Francisco Daily Examiner.
In 1937. Edward. The Duke
of Windsor. who had abdicated
the British throne. married. Wallis
Warfield Simpson in a private ceremony in Monts. France.
In 1962, Air France Flight tX17.
a U.S.-bound Boeing 707, crashed
while attempting to take off from
Oily Airport near Paris, all but
two of the 132 people aboard
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. June 3. the
154th day of 2013. There are 211
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 3. 1963. Pope John
XXIII died at age 81. ending a
relatively brief but highly influential 41
/
2-year papacy; he was
succeeded by Pope Paul VI.
On this date:
In 1621, the Dutch West 1016
Co. received its charter for a trade
monopoly in parts of the Agiericas and Africa.
In 1808, Confederate ejdent

DEAR DOCTOR K: My firstgrader was just diagnosed with
dyslexia. Can you tell me more
about it'? Will my daughter outgrow it. or will she always struggle with it?
DEAR READER: Dyslexia is
a learning disability caused by a
problem in the way the brain
processes information. But we are
only beginning to understand what the
problem is.
Dyslexia
makes it difficult to:
-- identify
words
-- recognize
the
sounds that
Dr. Komaroff make
up
By
words
-- underDr. Anthony
stand
and
Komaroff
remember
what is read
-- translate printed words into
spoken words
-- spell
-- organize or sequence thoughts
-- thyme words
-- learn the alphabet and numebaernsenduring preschool and kinder-
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INTERNATIONAL SOCCER: USA 4, GERMANY 3
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ALEX BRANDON / AP Photo
U.S. forward Clint Dempsey (8) celebrates his second
goal during the second half of an international friendly
soccer match against Germany at RFK Stadium.

WASHINGTON (AP) — 4 Germany goalkeeper MarcClint Dempsey scored twice in a Andre ter Stegen, who misfive-minute span of the second judged a backpass from his own
half and moved into second defense.
place on the U.S. career scoring
Heiko Westerniann cut the
list, helping the Americans edge deficit for the three-time world
a second-string Germany team champion Germans early in the
4-3 in an exhibition game second half, and Dempsey built
a three-goal lead before the
Sunday.
Preparing for three World Americans defensive frailties
Cup qualifiers in a I2-day span were exposed when Max Kruse
beginning Friday, U.S. coach and Julian Draxler scored their
Jurgen Klinsmann watched the first international goals.
Americans take a 4-1 lead and
The result was a turnaround
hang on to beat the team he from Wednesday's 4-2 loss to a
helped win the 1990 World Cup first-string Belgium team in
as a player and coached to the Cleveland.
While the U.S. improved to
2006 semifinals.
In a game commemorating 3-6 against Germany by beating
the 100th anniversary of the Die Mannschaft for the first time
U.S. Soccer Federation. Jozy since 1999, the Germans used
Altidore.svred his first interna- just one player who started in
tional goal in I 1-2 years, and their last World Cup qualifier;
the Americans took a 2-0 first- against Kazakhstan in March.
half lead on an m% n goal by No German ‘sas missing players

from Bayern Munich. Borussia
Dortmund and Real Madrid.
Fabian Johnson. a GermanAmerican starting for the U.S. in
midfield instead of left back.
was limping by the end of the
first half and was replaced by
Brad Davis for the second.
The U.S. is preparing for a
key stretch of qualifiers: Friday
at Jamaica; June 11 against
Panama at Seattle: and June 18
versus Honduras at Sandy. Utah.
The U.S. 11-1-1) is third in the
six-nation final round of North
and Central America and the
Caribbean w ith four points, one
behind Panama(1-0-2)and trailing Costa Rica (1-1-1) on goal
difference. Honduras (1-1-1) is
behind the U.S. on goal difference. while Mexico (0-0-3) has
three,points and Jamaica (0-1-2)
two.
The top three nations qualify

for next year's tournament in
Brazil. and the No.4 team faces
Oceania champion New Zealand
in a home-and-home playoff for
another berth.
made
four
Klinsmann
changes to his starting lineup,
inserting right back Brad Evans,
central defender Matt Besler and
midfielders Michael Bradley
and Johnson. They replaced
right back Geoff Cameron. central defender Clarence Goodson,
and midfielders Sacha Kljestan
and Davis.
scored
after
Altidore
Dempsey made a run upfield
and passed across to Graham
Zusi. He one-timed a cross to
Altidore, who sent in a rightfooted volley from 8 yards after
he moved away from defender
Per Mertesacker, the only regular in Germany's lineup.
II See SOCCER. 10A

MSU GOLF

MLB: GIANTS 4, CARDINALS 2

Newcomb
earns AllMidwest
Region by
PING

Cards fall to San Francisco

From MSU Athletics
Patrick Newcomb. who just
finished his collegiate golf
career at Murray State. %vas
named to the Division I PING
All-Region Team as announced
by the Golf Coaches Association
of America from Alpharetta.(Ia.
He was one of 25 student-athletes named to the Midwest
region and one of only two players from the Ohio Valley
Conference to earn honors.
A total of 155 plr's from
six regions were named PING
All-Region.
Newcomb was joined on the
Midwest team by fellow competitors from Akron. Ball State.
Illinois.
State.
Cleveland
Indiana, Iowa. Kentucky. Kent
State,- Louisville, Marshall.
Michigan State. Minnesota.
Northwestern, Ohio State.
Purdue and Toledo.
Newcomb.from Benton. Ky..
was an eight-time winner for the
Racers after he arrived on campus in the fall of 2009 and
helped MSU win the 2010()VC
Championship. After being
All-OVC
to the
named
Newcomer team that freshman
season. Newcomb was OVC
Player of the Year in his last two
seasons with the Racers. lie
recently represented the Racers
and the OVC in the NCAA
Men's Golf Championship in the
Fayetteville. Ark. regional play.
Among the many amateur
challenges Newcomb faces this
summer is his attempt to win a
third straight Kentucky' State
Amateur title in Bow ling Preen.
Ky. The 102nd playing of the
Commonwealth's top event is
(June 18-19) will be at Bowling
Green Country Club. Newcomb
will be looking to become the
first player to win three straight
since Bill Musselman did it
from 1970-1972.
Newcomb was joined on the
All-PING Team by Austin
Peay's Dustin Korte.

By STEVE OVERBEY
Associated Press
ST. LOVIS ( AP) — Chad
Gaudin found himself in an
unfamiliar position Sunday
afternoon.
The San Francisco right-hander took the mound to start a
game for the first time in over
three years and tossed six
strong innings to fetid the
Giants to a 4-2 v% in over the St.
Louis Cardinals, ending the
Giants' seven-game road skid.
Brandon Belt hit a two-run
pinch-hit double to break a 2-2
tie in the seventh. Buster Posey,
who-entered the game in a 2 for
20 skid. went 4 for 4 with two
doubles to pace an II -hit attack.
Gaudin 11-1 ), in his first start
since Sept. 2/4. 2009 as a member of the New York Yankees.
allowed four hits and two runs,
both coining on David Freese's
_homer in the fourth. He struck
outii%e and did not walk a batter. Gaudin. who set the side
doss n in order in four of six
innings, is temporarily replacing Ryan Vogelsong in the rotation. Vogelsong broke several
bones in hisaight hand May 20.
"It was nice," Gaudin said of
the starting assignment."I made
a couple of minor league starts.
•See CARDS, 10A
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Pill as relief pitchBrett
baseman
first
Giants
Francisco
San
by
out
tagged
is
center,
Freese.
David
St. Louis Cardinals'
er Sergio Romo. right, falls after colliding with Pill while helping cover first for the final out of the MLB National League
baseball game Sunday. June 2, 2013, in St. Louis. The Giants won 4-2.

NASCAR

Tony Stewart wins Cup race at Dover
By DAN GELSTON
AP Sports Writer
DOVER. Del.(AP) — Tony
Stewart made a late outside pass
on Juan Pablo Montoya and held
Dover
at
Sunday
on
International Speedway to snap
a 30-race winless streak.
Stewart hadn't even had a
top-five finish this season and
was stuck in 20th in the points
standings. He took the lead with
the pass with three laps left in
the 400-mile race.
Stewart hadn't won on the
concrete mile track since he
swept both Cup races in 2000.

"Our guys at our shop have
been digging," Stewart said.
"None of these guys get down.
We have been down but they
haven't gotten down. That is
what carries you to days like
today at the end of the day."
Seven-time Dover winner
Jimmie Johnson appeared to
have the car to beat, but jumped
a restart and had to serve a passthrough penalty. Johnson argued
over the radio and stayed on the
track before he finally hit pit
road.
With Johnson out of the picture. Montoya and Stewart battled for the lead the rest of the

race.
Jeff Gordon was third, followed by Kyle Busch and Brad
Keselowski. NASCAR said
Keselowski failed post-race
inspection because the entire
front of his No. 2 Ford was too
low.
Stewart's team erupted in celebration in the pits after winning
for the first time since last July
in Daytona. It was his 48th
career win. He hadn't finished
better than 20th in his last four
races at Dover.
He might not have gotten this
one had Johnson not been penalized with about 19 laps left.

Johnson jumped ahead of jump on me." Montoya said.
Montoya out of the restart box "He just jumped it too much. I
and NASCAR quickly threw the would have tried to do the
same."
black flag.
Matt Kenseth and Martin
"We certainly had the winning car." Johnson said. "We'll Truex Jr., both in the,top 10 in
have to come back and do it in points entering the race, made
early exits because of engine •
the fall."
Montoya's only two career issues.
Pole sitter Denny Hamlin finCup victories came on road
courses. He tried to play the ished 34th after he hit the wall
spoiler after Johnson's penalty late in the race. Hartilin needed a
but just didn't have enough to big points day to try and crack
hold off a hard-charging the top 20 if he has any hope at
a Chase for the Sprint Cup
Stewart.
wild-card berth.
championship
points
the
kept
Johnson, who
Hamlin is 26th in the standings,
lead, finished 17th.
II See NASCAR, 10A
"He just wanted to get the

HORSE RACING

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Sports Wnter
31
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NEW YORK (AP) — The rematch is
on.
Kentucky Derby winner Orb is all set
to take on Preakness winner Oxbow in
the Belmont Stakes on Saturday following a workout that had trainer Shug
McGaughey declanng his colt ready for
another race.
"If he has a good week, he's a go,"
McGaughey said Sunday morning at

Belmont Park after Orb worked 4 furlongs in 48.30 seconds with exercise
rider Jenn Patterson aboard. "He came
off the track playing a little bit. He's been
eating well all week and if he doesn't
show any ill effects of anything I see no
reason why (he won't run)."
Patterson guided Orb back into his
barn saying she was "very happy" with
the work.
"He did everything very easily," she
said. "1 didn't have to encourage him at
all He was very happy doing it."

Working in company with Hymn
Book,Orb covered the ground as effortlessly as he had in previous works leading up to the Derby and the Preakness.
galloping out 5 furlongs in 1:00.48.
McGaughey said racing circumstances may have played a role in Orb's
fourth-place finish in the Preakness. He
said breaking from the inside post at
Pimlico. a slow pace, and the fact Orb
was unable to get outside and find running mom made it all the more difficult.
"And I'm sure when the other riders

had him down on the inside they weren't
going to let him out,especially as slow as
they we going," McGaughey said. "It just
wasn't our day."
21
A large field is expected for the 1 /
mile Belmont. with as many as 14 horses
possible.
Oxbow, trained by Hall of Famer D.
Wayne Lukas. is expected to arrive at
Belmont Park on Monday. along with
stablemate Will Take Charge.
Trainer Todd Pletcher could enter as
many as five horses. Already set are

Revolutionary. Overanalyze and Palace
Malice, with the filly Unlimited Budget
and maiden winner Midnight Taboo also
in the mix.
Other probables include Derby runner-up Golden Soul, Giant Finish,
Vyjack, Always in a Tiz and Incognito.
Frac Daddy is possible.
The rematch will be the 21st in
Belmont history. The Derby winner has
come out on top five times,the Preakness
champ nine times.
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NBA PLAYOFFS

Heat, Pacers set for epic Game 7
By TIM REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer
MIAMI(AP) — As the final
horn in a Game 6 loss to the
Indiana Pacers was sounding,
LeBron James walked toward
several of his Miami Heat teammates to shake some hands and
share a couple of quick words.
His message was clear: Get
ready for Game 7.
Here comes the ultimate
game. To the winner, a trip to
the NBA Finals. To the loser, an
offseason loaded with regret.
its that simple now for the
champion Heat and the confident Pacers, who meet in Game
7 of the Eastern Conference
finals Monday night in Miami
— a perk the Heat earned by
finishing with the league's best
record this season.
"Each and every year there
are 30 teams that would love to
be a part of this, to have one
game to advance to the NBA
Finals." James said. "And
there's two teams that's in this
position. And it's something that
you can't substitute, this feeling.
You can't substitute the atmosphere that we're going to be in
on Monday night for both
teams. We should all cherish
this moment."
When it's over Monday,only
one club will be cherishing the
outcome.
For the Heat, it's a chance to
move into the finals for the third
straight year and keep hope
alive of winning a second
straight title. For the Pacers, it's
a chance to cap what would
surely go into the books as one
of the biggest upsets in NBA
playoff history, considering that
they finished 161
/
2 games behind
the Heat in the regular season.
None of that matters much
now. The Pacers have beaten
Miami five of nine times this
season. They need a sixth, or
else it was all for naught.
It is a closeout game and an
elimination game." Pacers
coach Frank Vogel said. "Our
approach right now is not if we
lose we're out — our approach
is if we win, we get to the finals.
And that's what were going for.
We're going to give our best
shot and try to win the Eastern
Conference championship."
Monday's winner will open
the NBA Finals on Thursday
against San Antonio.
History suggests that the
odds are long for the Pacers.
Since the NBA went to its current playoff format in 1984.
home teams are 16-2 in Game

is played in the conference
finals or NBA Finals.
Then again, the Pacers were
colossal underdogs heading into
this series, and if it wasn't for a
last-second collapse at the end
of Game 1,they probably would
already be East champs.
"It's going to be tough in
their arena," Pacers guard Lance
Stephenson said. "We've %just
got to bring it. If we play
aggressive like we do at home,
we can get the 'W.'"
Indiana headed to Miami
with enough luggage for an
eight-day trip. If the Pacers win
Game 7, they're headed to San
Antonio, with no time to make a
through
swing
return
Indianapolis along the way.
"We believe we can wifi the
series. We always have," Vogel
said. "We haven't been perfect
this series, but we're going to
need to be near perfect to win a
Game 7 there."
The Pacers had an off-thecourt distraction to address
Sunday. The team distributed an
apology attributed to center Roy
Hibbert, who used-a gay slur in
his postgame comments on
Saturday, plus used a profanity
to describe members of the
media. When the Pacers' flight
left for Miami — it was reportedly delayed because of
mechanical issues involving a.
battery — the NBA had not
announced if it would discipline
Hibbert.
"They were disrespectful and
offensive and not a reflection of
my personal views," Hibbert
was quoted as saying in the
statement released by the team.
"I used a slang term that is not
appropriate in any setting, private or public, and the language
I used definitely has no place in a public forum, especially over
live television."
Vogel said he spoke with
Hibbert about the matter
Sunday, saying "he obviously
made a great mistake."
On the court, though,
Hibbert has had nothing to apologize for, dominating play
inside while the Heat are struggling in countless ways.
Dwyane Wade's sore right
knee — which has been an issue
for about three months now —
is not getting better anytime
soon, and he's stopped even
wanting to discuss how it's
affecting his game. Chris Bosh
said he needed to get back in the
gym Sunday and regain some
lost rhythm. Wade is averaging
12 points on 32 percent shooting in his last three games,Bosh
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National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
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LYNNE SLADKY AP Photo
Miami Heat center Chris Bosh (1) speaks with forward
LeBron James (6) during the first half of Game 5 in the
NBA basketball playoffs Indiana Pacers.

just 6.3 points on 24 percent
shooting in that same span.
"Just got to come out and
play to win," Wade said. "It's
one game for both teams."
Said James. when asked
about the other two parts of
Miami's-Big Three: "I mean, we
can state the obvious. They're
both struggling."
They're hardly the only Heat
players who picked the wrong
time of year to go into a slide.
Ray Allen is shooting 13 for 46
in this series. Shane Battier is at
2 for 16,and they're a combined
9 for 39 from 3-point range
against the Pacers.
Mike Miller gave the Heat a
big second-half boost as they
tried to rally from a big deficit
in Game 6,and Heat coach Erik
Spoelstra suggested that Miller
could get some time in the
series finale.
"Everything is on the table,"
Spoelstra said.
One roster tweak the Heat
will make on Monday: Chris
Andersen's one-game. suspension for pushing Indiana's Tyler
Hansbrough is now complete.
and the Heat backup big man —
who is 15 for 15 from the field
in the series — will be available
for Game 7.
So even on the cusp of elimination Sunday, Spoelstra was
decidedly upbeat.
He lauded the Pacers and
insisted that this series going
the distance is a testament to the
level of competition. He said

the Heat didn't mind being
pushed to the limit, and that his
team would look at being in a
(11,7 as "a treasure."
You feel alive when you're
tested, when there's adversity.
when you have to reveal your
character," Spoelstra said.
"Then when you do with that
collectively, that is a special
moment and a special feeling.
There's nothing like it in pro
sports ... arguably two of the top
words in pro sports is'Game 7.""
The Heat had to win a Game
7 in the East finals at home last
season,.so they understand the
pressure that will be there on
Monday night. , But in his
postgame remarks Saturday.
James was smiling, laughing on
occasion, showing no signs of
strain even though a season of
the highest expectations is on
the brink of ending earlier than
anyone would find acceptable.
How he handles everything
on Monday will probably determine if the Heat live to play
another day in these playoffs.
"I probably will not be able
to relax until the game starts."
James said. "You know, it's an
opportunity for us. And like I
said, that's what we had the best
record in the league for. If we
didn't take care of business on
the road at some point in the
playoffs. we could always fall
back on this. We hate to be in
this position.but it's an opportunity and we look forward to it
on Monday."

the—seventh inning. Crawford last eight..
began the rally with a single off • "A much-needed win after
St. Louis rookie Tyler Lyons(2- yesterday," Bochy said.
I).
St. Louis beat the Giants 8-0
Closer Sergio Romo record- and 7-1 in a day-night doubleed four outs for his 15th save in header on Saturday.
17 opportunities. He got Freese
St. Louis manager Mike
to ground out with Allen Craig Matheny and catcher Yadier
on first to end the game.
Molina were ejected in the third
San Francisco scored single inning by first base umpire
runs in the second and third off Clint Fagan after Molina was
Lyons. Posey and Hunter Pence called out on a close play at
hit back-to-back doubles in the first. Molina slammed his helthird.
met to the ground after the call
"I hit a couple balls hard that and was immediately thrown
found a couple of holes," Posey out for the third time in his
said. "So now, it's just a matter career. Matheny came out to
of keeping on."
protect Molina and was ejected
Posey raised his average 15 for the third time as a manager.
points to .308 with the four-hit
"I know I was out." Molina
effort.
said. "I was just upset with
Freese tied the game with his myself."
third homer of the season. He
NOTES: St. Louis has used
has hit safely in a career-tying eight pitchers age 25 anc:
12 successive games.
younger this season including
"I'm seeing the baseball and Lyons, 25. .... The Cardinals
trying to consistently hit the host Arizona in a four-game
ball hard somewhere," he said. series beginning Monday.
"It's all about the approach at Lance Lynn (7-1, 2.91) will
the plate."
face Trevor Cahill (3-5, 2.88).
Lyons allowed four runs and The Giants have an off day
eight hits in 6 2-3 innings in his Monday before hosting Toronto
third start. He allowed one run in a two-game set starting
over seven innings in winning Tuesday. Tim Lincecum (3-5,
his two previous starts.
5.12) goes against Josh Johnson
"I was inconsistent from the (0-1, 6.86). San Francisco OF
beginning," Lyons said. "I was Angel Pagan missed his eighth
fighting myself, just trying my successive game with a strained
best to eat up a few innings."
left hamstring. ... Giants IF
Despite the victory, the Pablo Sandoval, who last
Giants have dropped six of their played on Thursday, could be

Out as much as a week with a
strain in his left foot. ... St.
Louis OF Jon Jay broke out of a
1 -for-27 skid with a thirdinning single. ... St. Louis INF
Matt Carpenter extended his
hitting streak to 11 games with
a single in the third inning.

Stewart said.
It got a little easier Sunday
Stewart tested at Dover and
hoped that would help at a track
that's given him fits the last few
years. Stewart-Haas Racing
appeared to turn a corner last
week at Charlotte after Ryan
Newman finished sixth and
Stewart was seventh.
Stewart said one strong
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•NASCAR...
From Page 9A
122 points out of 10th and 74
points out of 20th.
Stewart aided his cause in a
wild-card spot with the win. The
two drivers in the 11th to 20th
spot in the points standings with
the most wins earn a spOt in the
Chase.
"It's been such a tough year."
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•Cards...
From Page 9A
but it was refreshing to get back
out there and do that."
San Francisco manager
Bruce Bochy said Gaudin's performance came at a perfect time
for his beleaguered staff.
"He gave us a huge shot in
the arm," he said. "He went out
there and threw quality strikes
and actually went a little further
than we ever thought."
Bochy said before the game
that he was hoping to get four,
maybe five innings from
Gaudin.
Instead, Gaudin
rolled
through six on 79 pitches, 55
strikes. In his first start after
117 successive relief appearances. Gaudin earned his first
win since Oct. 2. 2012 when he
was a reliever with the Miami
Marlins.
"I wanted to go out there and
give the team a chance to win
and also give them some
innings," Gaudin said. "I
thought I was throwing aggressively and pitching with what I
had."
The Giants offense, which
had scored just seven runs in its
previous six road games, gave
Gaudin enough offensive support.
Belt slammed the first pitch
from reliever Randy Choate
into the gap in left-center to
bring in Brandon Crawford and
Gregor Blanco for a 4-2 lead in

FrE
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v.eekend wasn't going to cure all
of SHR's problems
Make it two and with a hic
win in hand.
"We got two weeks of
momentum under our belt now
at two totally different race
tracks." Stewart said. "That is
big. Momentum is huge in this
sport. We still got a lot of work
to do. We won't sit."

Sunday's Games
Miami 11. N Y Mets 6
Pittsburgh 5. Cincinnati 4, 11 innings
Philadelphia 7, Milwaukee 5
Atlanta 6. Washington 3
San Francisco 4. St Louts 2
Arizona 8. Chicago Cubs 4
Colorado 7 L A Dodgers 2
Toronto at San Diego 10 10 p m
Monday's Games
Miami (Koehler 0-3) at Philadelphia
Kendrick 5-3) 7 05 p m
Colorado lChatwood 3-01 at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 5-5). 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (A.J.Bumett 3-5) at Atlanta
(Medlen 1-6) 7 10 p m.
Oakland (Milone 5-5) at Milwaukee
(Estrada 4-3) 8 10 p m
Arizona (Cahill 3-51 at St Louis (Lynn

7-1) 8 15 p m
San Diego (Stults 4-4) at L A Dodgers
tCapuano 1-41 10 10 p m
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
34 23 596
Boston
31 24 564
2
New York
32 25 561
2
Baltimore
31 25 554 2/
Tampa Bay
1
2
23 33 411 101
/
2
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
30 25 545
Detroit
30 26 536
Cleveland
25 29 463 4/
1
2
Minnesota
24
30 444 51
/
2
Chicago
/
2
23 31 426 61
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
35 21 625
Texas
34 24 586
2
Oakland
/
2
25 32 439 101
Los Angeles
Seattle
24 33 421 111
/
2
/
2
20 37 351 151
Houston
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 11, Cleveland 3
Bathroom 4. Detroit 2
Minnesota 10. Seattle 0
Texas 3, Kansas City 1
Houston 5. L A. Angels 4
Oakland 2. Chicago White Sox 0
Boston at N Y Yankees. 805 pm
Toronto at San Diego. 1010 pm
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Masterson 8-3) at N Y
Yankees (Peddle 4-3). 705 p.m
Oakland (Milone 5-5) at Milwaukee
(Estrada 4-3). 8 10 p m
Houston (Bedard 0-2) at L A Angels
(Blanton 1-8). 10.05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Joh Danks 0-1) at
Seattle (J Saunders 3-5). 10 10 p m
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•Soccer...
From Page 9A
Alticiore, who set a record for
Americans in Europe by scoring
31 goals this season for AZ
Alkmaar in the Netherlands. got
his 14th international goal and
first from the run of play since
June
14, 2011. against
Guadeloupe. His only goal since
Klinsmann took over had been a
penalty kick at Slovenia on Nov.
15.2011.
With the Americans pressuring high following a goal kick,
Benedikt Hoewedes played a
backpass to ter Stegen, who
allowed the ball to roll off his
right foot and into the net. No. I
keeper Manuel Neuer was in
Berlin on Saturday, helping
Bayern Munich beat Stuttgart in
the German Cup final. and backup Rene Adler played in
Wednesday's 4-2 win over
Ecuador in Boca Raton, Fla.
Miroslav Klose had a goal
called off for offside in the 22nd
minute. He remained one short
of tying Gerd Mueller's German
national team record of 68.
Westermann scored six minutes into the second half, getting
his fourth international goal
when he peeled off Omar
Gonzalez and had an open header on Kruse's corner kick. The
pair entered at the start of the
second half.
Dempsey restored the twogoal lead in the 60th, Jermaine
Jones played a long ball to
Altidore, who collected it and
send a one-hop pass across the

field to Dempsey. who scored
with a right-footed shot from
about 10 yards.
Five minutes later, Dempsey
took advantage of Lukas
Podolski's failure to close down
his space and scored on a bending. 20-yard left-footed shot.
With 35 international goals. he
moved one past Eric Wynalda
on the American career list and
pulled within 14 of Landon
Donovan.
Unpressured by Gonzalez
and Besler. Kruse beat American
goalkeeper Tim Howard from
20 yards in the 78th- minute.
Draxler scored three minutes
later when Howard sprawled to
his right and parried Sidney
Sam's long-range shot into
Draxler's path.
Germany
next
hosts
Paraguay in an exhibition Aug.
14, then has World Cup qualifiers against Austria and the
Faeroe Islands in September.
NOTES: The U.S. will play
Guatemala in an exhibition at
San Diego on July 5 ahead of the
CONCACAF Gold Cup. ...
Roberto Moreno of Panama will
referee Friday's World Cup qualifier in Jamaica. Roberto Garcia
of Mexico is the referee for the
June II game and Enrico
Wijngaarde of Suriname for the
June 18 match. Wijngaarde
angered Guatemala during a
2008 qualifier when he called a
foul on Carlos Ruiz for kicking
Howard on the heafi, nullifying
a goal by Guillermo Rodriguez.
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HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
prices starting at

$895.00
Professionals
Available For You!
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Call Today
270-753-8055
7

or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
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